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The following basic results on infinite locally finite subgroups of a free m-gener-
 . 48ator Burnside group B m, n of even exponent n, where m ) 1 and n G 2 , n is
divisible by 29, are obtained: A clear complete description of all infinite groups that
 .  .are embeddable in B m, n as maximal locally finite subgroups is given. Any
 .infinite locally finite subgroup L of B m, n is contained in a unique maximal
 .locally finite subgroup, while any finite 2-subgroup of B m, n is contained in
continuously many pairwise nonisomorphic maximal locally finite subgroups. In
 .addition, L is locally conjugate to a maximal locally finite subgroup of B m, n . To
 .prove these and other results, centralizers of subgroups in B m, n are investi-
gated. For example, it is proven that the centralizer of a finite 2-subgroup of
 .  .B m, n contains a subgroup isomorphic to a free Burnside group B `, n of
countably infinite rank and exponent n; the centralizer of a finite non-2-subgroup
 .  .of B m, n or the centralizer of a nonlocally finite subgroup of B m, n is always
finite; the centralizer of a subgroup S is infinite if and only if S is a locally finite
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INTRODUCTION
 .Recall a free m-generator Burnside group B m, n of exponent n is the
quotient F rF n, where F is a free group of rank m and F n is them m m m
subgroup of F generated by all nth powers of elements of F .m m
 w x.The Burnside problem see 2, 3, 7, 14 asks whether or not the free
 . wBurnside group B m, n is finite. It was proven by Novikov and Adian 17,
x  .1 that, whenever m ) 1, n is odd, and n G 665, the group B m, n is
infinite and all of its finite and Abelian subgroups are cyclic. Much simpler
w xproofs of these results were later given by the second author 18, 19 .
However, the case of even exponent n, being especially interesting for
n s 2 k, remained open until recently and looked much more complicated
 .in view of noncyclicity of centralizers of elements in B m, n and non-
 . w xcyclicity of finite subgroups in B m, n . For example, Held 8 had proved
that any infinite 2-group contains infinite Abelian subgroups. This sug-
 .gested that finite subgroups of B m, n with even exponent n 4 1 might
be large, possibly large enough to ensure finiteness of the entire group
 .B m, n .
w x  w x.The main result of the first author's article 11 see also 10 is the
 .infiniteness of a free m-generator Burnside group B m, n of even expo-
48 1  .nent n for m ) 1 and n G 2 . However, finite subgroups of B m, n
w xturn out to be so important in proofs that at least a third of the article 11
is an investigation of their various properties and another third is a
preparation of necessary techniques to conduct this investigation. The
 .central result relating to finite subgroups of the B m, n is the following:
Let n s n n , where n is the maximal odd divisor of n, n G 248 and1 2 1
9  .n G 2 . Then any finite subgroup G of B m, n is isomorphic to a2
 .  . l  .subgroup of D 2n = D 2n for some l, where D 2k denotes a dihe-1 2
dral group of order 2k. The natural question on whether this description is
w  .  . lcomplete i.e., every subgroup of D 2n = D 2n can actually be found1 2
 .x w xin B m, n is not directly addressed in 11 because it is not required in
proofs.
w xAs was implied by results of 11 , this is a complete description as follows
 .at once from Theorem 1 a . Theorem 1 deals with basic properties of
 .centralizers in B m, n . These properties will be the base of subsequent
 .investigation of locally finite subgroups in B m, n .
Before stating Theorem 1, recall a group G is called locally finite if every
finitely generated subgroup of G is finite.
1Note added in proof. Note this estimate n G 248 has been improved in I. G. Lysenok,
 .Infinite Burnside groups of even period, Iz¨ . Ross. Akad. Nauk Ser. Mat. 60 1996 , 3]224.
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 .THEOREM 1. Let B m, n be a free m-generator Burnside group of expo-
nent n, where m ) 1 and n G 248, n s n n , n is odd, n is a power of 2,1 2 1 2
n G 29. Then the following hold:2
 .  .a Suppose G is a finite 2-subgroup of B m, n . Then the centralizer
 .  .C G of G in B m, n contains a subgroup B isomorphic to a freeBm , n.
 .  4Burnside group B `, n of infinite countable rank such that G l B s 1 . In
 :particular, G, B s G = B.
 .  .  .b The centralizer C H of a subgroup H of B m, n is infinite ifBm , n.
 .and only if H is a locally finite 2-subgroup. In particular, C H is finiteBm , n.
pro¨ided H is not locally finite.
 .  .   ..c If G is a finite 2-subgroup of B m, n , then C C G sBm , n. Bm , n.
G.
 .COROLLARY 1. A finite group G embeds in B m, n if and only if G is
 .  . lisomorphic to a subgroup of the direct product D 2n = D 2n for some1 2
 .l ) 0, where D 2k is a dihedral group of order 2k.
 .COROLLARY 2. E¨ery infinite locally finite subgroup of B m, n belongs to
 .  .the quasi¨ ariety qvar D 2n of groups generated by D 2n and, being so, is2 2
 .`isomorphic to a subgroup of the Cartesian product D 2n of countably2
 .many copies of D 2n .2
Recall a group G is called locally normal if every finite subset of G is
contained in a finite normal subgroup of G. A group G is termed an
w x FC-group if every conjugacy class in G is finite. It is well known 5, 22 and
.easy to show that a periodic group is locally normal if and only if it is an
FC-group.
COROLLARY 3. Suppose a countable subgroup G of the Cartesian product
 .`  .D 2n is locally normal. Then G embeds in B m, n .2
To give a complete description of infinite groups that are embeddable in
 .B m, n as locally finite subgroups, let us introduce the following notation.
 .Let D , i s 1, 2, . . . , be groups isomorphic to D 2n , D be the Cartesiani 2
product of D , i s 1, 2, . . . , C be the normal cyclic subgroup of D ofi i i
order n , and b g D be an element of order 2 that together with C2 i i i
 :generate D s C , b . By B denote the subgroup of D that consists ofi i i
all elements whose projection on every D is either b or 1. By C denotei i
the direct product of groups C naturally embedded in D. At last, leti
 :E s B, C . Clearly, E s BC is a semidirect product of B and C.
 .THEOREM 2. Let B m, n , m, and n be defined as in Theorem 1. Then an
 .arbitrary infinite group G embeds in B m, n as a locally finite subgroup if and
only if G is isomorphic to a countable subgroup of E.
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The following becomes obvious from Theorem 2.
 .COROLLARY 4. The group B m, n contains locally finite subgroups that
are not FC-groups.
 .Nevertheless, locally finite subgroups of B m, n are rather close to
FC-groups.
 .COROLLARY 5. Suppose a locally finite group G embeds in B m, n . Then
the square g 2 of e¨ery element g g G lies in a finite conjugacy class of G and
2  2 :e¨ery finite subset of G s g N g g G is contained in a finite normal
subgroup of G.
Several natural questions about the inclusion relation on the set of finite
 .and locally finite subgroups of B m, n are answered subsequently.
 .THEOREM 3. Let B m, n , m, and n be defined as in Theorem 1. Then the
following are true:
 .  .a An infinite locally finite subgroup L of B m, n is contained in a
unique maximal locally finite subgroup. That is, the intersection of two distinct
 .maximal locally finite subgroups of B m, n is always finite.
 .  .b Gi¨ en a finite 2-subgroup G of B m, n there are continuously
many pairwise nonisomorphic maximal locally finite subgroups that contain G.
 .  .c If a finite subgroup G of B m, n contains a nontri¨ ial element of
odd order, then G is contained in a unique maximal finite subgroup. In
 .particular, the intersection of two distinct maximal finite subgroups of B m, n
is always a 2-group.
 .A description of maximal locally finite subgroups in B m, n will be
derived from Theorem 2 by making use of the following definition and
Theorem 4. Let A, B be some subgroups of a group G. The subgroups A,
B of G are called locally conjugate if there is an isomorphism a : A ª B
<such the restriction a of a on every finite subset M of A equals theM
<restriction t , where t is an inner automorphism of G depending on M.M
Note this property is weaker than that of local conjugacy in the sense of
w x Kurosh's book 13 . For example, if a is a locally inner automorphism of
 .G such a A s B, then the maximality of locally finite subgroup A
implies that of B, but this is not the case for our definition in which a is
.an arbitrary isomorphism between A and B.
 .THEOREM 4. Let B m, n , m, and n be defined as in Theorem 1. Then an
 .infinite locally finite subgroup L of B m, n is locally conjugate to a maximal
locally finite subgroup.
 .A description of infinite maximal locally finite subgroups of B m, n is
now immediate from Theorem 2.
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 .COROLLARY 6. An infinite group G embeds in B m, n as a maximal
locally finite subgroup if and only if G is isomorphic to a countable subgroup
of the group E of Theorem 2.
Section 1 contains several technical lemmas whose terminology and
w xproofs depend heavily upon those of 11 . In Section 2, we will prove
Theorems 1]4 and Corollaries 1]6 on the basis of lemmas in Section 1
w xand lemmas of 11 .
Let us conclude with several remarks. First, the mutual disposition of
 .  .infinite maximal locally finite subgroups stated in Theorem 3 a and b is
reminiscent of a known puzzle-type problem: Find, in a countably infinite
set, continuously many subsets whose pairwise intersections are all finite
 .note this is impossible if the cardinalities of the intersections are bounded .
 w x.A theorem of Mal'cev see 15, Sect. 11.V claims that the quasivariety
qvar G of groups generated by a finite group G i.e., the class of groups
.that satisfy the quasi-identities that hold in G consists of subgroups of
Cartesian products of copies of G. Hence Corollary 1 means that a finite
 .2-group embeds in B m, n if and only if it satisfies all quasi-identities of
 .D 2n . So it would be of interest to express this condition in terms of2
 .quasi-identities, that is, to find a basis of quasi-identities of qvar D 2n .2
w xNote that, according to a result of the second author 20 , the quasivariety
qvar G, where G is finite, has a finite basis of quasi-identities if and only if
 .all Sylow subgroups of G are Abelian. In particular, qvar D 2n has no2
finite basis of quasi-identities provided n ) 2.2
 .Let us emphasize that the class of finite 2-subgroups in B m, n may not
be described by identities, since it is not closed under taking homomorphic
 .images. For example, any free group in the variety var D 2n belongs to2
 .  w x.qvar D 2n by the Birkhoff theorem on varieties see 15, 16 . In particu-2
  ..lar, by Corollary 1, a free group F r, D 2n of any finite rank r in the2
 .  .variety var D 2n embeds in B m, n . However, the quaternion group Q2 8
  ..of order 8, being a homomorphic image of F 2, D 2n , is not embed-2
 .dable in the group B m, n of Theorems 1]4, because Q does not satisfy8
 .the following quasi-identity which holds in D 2n :2
2 2 w x w xx s y s x , y « x , y s 1.
  ..It is also of interest to point out that the free group F `, D 2n of2
 .  .countable rank in var D 2n is not embeddable in the group B m, n of2
Theorems 1]4 either, because, otherwise, it would follow from Corollary 5
w 2 x   .. w 2 xthat the set x , x : F `, D 2n was finite, whence x , y ' 1 were1 j 2
  ..  .identity in F `, D 2n . However, this identity does not hold in D 2n2 2
when n ) 2.2
Finally, Corollaries 2]5 suggest a conjecture that for a countable sub-
 .` 2group G of the Cartesian power D 2n the condition that G consists of2
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 .FC-elements might be sufficient for embedding of G in B m, n . However,
there is an example showing that this is not the case.
1. SEVERAL LEMMAS
 4 "1Let us fix an alphabet A s a , . . . , a . A word W in A will be1 m
w x  .  . .called an A-word. As in 18, 11 , define the group B i s B m, n i by a
 .presentation which is constructed by induction on i as follows. Let B 0 s
 .  .  .F A , where F A is the free group over A. Suppose B i y 1 , i G 1, is
 .already given by defining relations and A is a shortest A-word if anyi
 .  .such that its image has infinite order in the group B i y 1 . Then B i is
 . nthe quotient group of B i y 1 by the normal closure of the image of A .i
 .Clearly, B i has the presentation
5 n n :B i s A A , . . . , A . . 1 i
w x  10 w x.It is shown in 11 and for odd exponents n ) 10 in 18 that if m and
n are as in Theorem 1, then A exists for every i G 1 andi
5 n n :B m , n s A A , . . . , A , . . . . . 1 i
The terminology of statements and proofs of Lemmas 1]12 are those of
w x  w x.11 see also 18, 19 , and all undefined terms and notions are found in
w x w x11 . The proofs will involve many references to lemmas in 11 . When
w xmaking these references we will often drop `` 11 '' providing only lemma
w xnumbers from 11 .
Recall a k-aperiodic word is a word with no nonempty subwords of the
form Ek.
LEMMA 1. Let D be a reduced diagram of rank i and let p be a section of
 .­D such that w p is a reduced 9-aperiodic word. Then the degree of
contiguity of any cell p in D to p does not exceed b and p is geodesic in D.
Proof. The first claim easily follows from the definition of a contiguity
 . subdiagram and the 9-aperiodicity of w p for details see the proof of
w x.Lemma 18.1 11 . Assume that p is not geodesic. Then there is a
< < < <subdiagram G in D with ­ G s pq, where q - p and q is geodesic in G.
 . w xSince w p is reduced, G contains cells. Then, by Lemmas 5.7 and 9.2 11 ,
there is a u-cell P in G. Denote contiguity subdiagrams of P to p and q
< < < <by G and G , respectively. By Lemma 3.3, G n P - a ­ P , whencep q q
< <  . < < < <G n P ) u y a ­ P ) b ­ P . A contradiction to the first claim com-p
pletes the proof.
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LEMMA 2. Suppose D is a reduced diagram of rank i with ­D s p tp q,1 2
 .  .where w p , w p are 9-aperiodic words, the path p qp is reduced, t is1 2 2 1
geodesic in D, q is geodesic or a smooth section of rank j F i, and there are no
< < < < < < < < < <0-bonds between p and p in D. Then p , p F 1.04 t and q F 4 t .1 2 1 2
Proof. This lemma is obvious if D has no cells. So assume D has cells.
Recall p and p denote the initial and terminal vertices, respectively, ofy q
 .  .a path p. Let s be a simple path in D such that s s t , s g q, and1 1 y y 1 q
< <s is minimal. Let us show that1
< < < <s - 1.04 t . 1 .1
By Lemmas 5.7 and 9.2, there is a u-cell P in D. Let G , G , G , G be1 t 2 q
contiguity subdiagrams between P and p , t, p , q, respectively, and1 2
c , c , c , c , denote the degrees of contiguity of P to p , t, p , q, respec-1 t 2 q 1 2
tively. By Lemma 1, c , c F b , whence c q c ) u y 2b.1 2 t q
By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, c , c - a , whence c , c ) u y a y 2b. Then,t q t q
by Lemmas 3.1 and 6.1 applied to G , we havet
< < < < < < < <r u y a y 2b ­ P - r G n P - t q 2g ­ P . . t
Therefore,
y1< < < <­ P - r u y a y 2b y 2g t . 2 .  . .
Considering the bond between t and q consisting of P, G , G , we seet q
that there are vertices o g t, o g q and a simple path u s o y o sucht q t q
that
1 y u q 2b q 2g
< < < < < < < <u - 1 y u q 2b q 2g ­ P - t - 0.04 t , .
r u y a y 2b y 2g .
 .following from Lemma 3.1 and 2 . The existence of such u obviously
 .implies inequality 1 .
 .Let q s q q be the factorization of q defined be s . Consider a1 2 1 q
subdiagram D of D given by ­D s p s q . If D has no cells, then1 1 1 1 2 1
< < < < < <p F s - 1.04 t for q p is a reduced path.1 1 2 1
Assume D has cells. Applying Lemmas 5.7 and 9.2, we find a u-cell P1 1
in D . Let G , G , G be contiguity subdiagrams of P to p , s , q , respec-1 p s q 1 1 1 22
tively, and c , c , c denote the contiguity degrees of P to p , s , q ,p s q 1 1 1 22
respectively. By Lemma 1, c F b. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 applied top
G , c F a . Hence c ) u y b y a for c q c q c ) u . Therefore, byq q s p s q2 2 2
Lemmas 3.1 and 6.1 applied to G , we haves
< < < < < <G n s ) rc y 2g ­ P ) 0.3 ­ P . .s 1 s 1 1
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On the other hand, considering the bond consisting of P , G , G , we1 s q2
can construct a path s9 with sX s t and sX g q such that s9 s s u9,y y q 11
where s is a beginning of s not containing G n s and11 1 s 1
< < < < < <u9 - 1 y u q b q 2g ­ P - 0.02 ­ P , . 1 1
following from Lemma 3.1.
However, the existence of such a path s9 contradicts the choice of s .1
< < < <Hence, D contains no cells and inequality p - 1.04 t is proven. Quite1 1
< < < <analogously, p - 1.04 t .2
Finally, by Lemma 6.1 applied to D,
< < y1 < < < < < < < <q F r p q p q t - 4 t .1 2
and Lemma 2 is proven.
 y1 y1.Let T be a word in the alphabet A with no occurrences of a , . . . , ai 1 m
< <  .such that T s i and T is 3-aperiodic e.g., see Lemma 1.5 . Let usi i
construct words S , S , . . . as follows:1 2
S ' a a3a T a a3a T a a3a T ??? a a3a T a a3a ,k 2 1 2 k LV 2 1 2 k LVq1 2 1 2 k LVq2 2 1 2 k LVqh 2 1 2
3 .
where V ) 0 is a fixed integer, h s by1 s 214, and L s 2h2.
 .Recall by writing X ' YZ we mean the graphical letter-by-letter
equality of words.
 . y1 < <LEMMA 3. a Suppose S ' XYZ, where Y ) 2h S , and S 'k k l
X 9YZ9. Then k s l and X ' X 9, Y ' Y 9.
 .b For e¨ery k the word S is 5-aperiodic.k
 . < <  .Proof. a Note S ) h q 1 kLV. Hencek
y1 < < y12h S ) 2 1 q h kLV ) 2 kLV q h q 15, .  .k
following from choice of L and h. Consequently, Y has a subword of S ofk
the form
a a3a T a a3a .2 1 2 k LVqj 2 1 2
 .  .Now part a becomes obvious from the inequality kLV q h - k q 1 LV.
 . 5 5 3b Suppose E is a subword of S and E has a subword a . Fork 1
E5 / a3, E5 has a subword F 4 so that F starts with a3. Then there are two1 1
different subwords of F 4 both equal to a3Ta3, where T has no subwords1 1
a3. This, however, is a contradiction. Hence, a3 does not occur in E5. This1 1
means that E5 is a subword of a2a T a a2 and the equality E s 11 2 k LVqj 2 1
follows from the 3-aperiodicity of T .k LVqj
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 .LEMMA 4. Let D be a reduced diagram of rank i, w ­D be a cyclically
reduced word, and ­D s s t s t ??? s t , where l ) 0, s is a subword of1 1 2 2 l l j
< <  y1 . < < < <some S with s ) 1 y 5h S , and t F V for all j s 1, . . . , l. Alsok j k jj j
 .suppose that for e¨ery j mod l there are no 0-bonds between any s and s ,j jq1
and s t s is geodesic in D. Then there exists a cell P of rank r in D suchj j jq1
< < y2that A ) 0.2b V and ­ P contains an arc a with the following properties:r
< <  y1 . < < y1a ) b y 30n ­ P and a s u ¨ ??? u ¨ u , where l9 ) 0, each1 1 l9 l9 l9q1
w  .xu , j s 1, . . . , l9 q 1, is a subpath of s indexes mod l for some dj dqj
X Y < X < < Y < < <independent of j such that if s s s u s , then s , s - 2V, and ¨ - 4Vdq j j j j j j j
< < < <for all j s 1, . . . , l9. In particular, e¨ery u ) s y 4V.j dqj
Proof. First let us show that there are a cell P in D and a contiguity
< < < <subdiagram G of P to ­D such that G n P ) b ­ P and G n ­D
contains at least one of the sections s , . . . , s .1 l
By Lemmas 5.7 and 6.2, there are a cell P and a contiguity subdiagram
< < < < < <G of P to ­D such that G n P ) u ­ P ) b ­ P . If p s G n ­D con-
tains one of the sections s , . . . , s , we are done. Otherwise, p is obviously1 l
a subpath of s t s for some j. Then, in view of Lemma 3.3, s t s isj j jq1 j j jq1
not geodesic in D, contrary to the lemma's hypothesis.
 .Picking such P, G with minimal t G , we can assume that G has no cell
P9 and contiguity subdiagram G9 with the foregoing properties.
Let ­ G s bpcq be the standard contour of G, where p s G n ­D,
q s G n P. Assume there is a cell P in G that has a contiguity subdia-0
< < < <gram G to p with G n P ) b ­ P .0 0 0 0
 .LEMMA 4.A. a G n p is a subpath of s t s for some j that has0 j j jq1
edges in common with t .j
 . < < < < y1b G n p - 3.1V and ­ P - 4b V.0 0
 .Proof. a This follows from the definition of a bond, choice of P, G
and Lemma 1.
 .b Let ­ G s b p c q be the standard contour of G , where0 0 0 0 0 0
p s G n p, q s G n P .0 0 0 0 0
 .Keeping in mind part a , we can write p s ¨ t¨ , where ¨ , t, ¨ are0 1 2 1 2
subpaths of s , t , s , respectively. If p is a subpath of, say, s t , then wej j jq1 0 j j
< < .assume ¨ s 0 and so on.2
 .Proceeding by induction on r P , let us first show that0
< < < <¨ , ¨ - 1.05V . 4 .1 2
Suppose E , E are the bonds that define G .1 2 0
< < < <Suppose first that E s E . Then it follows from E n P ) b n ­ P1 2 1 0 0
) 1 that E is not a 0-bond and, in view of Lemma 3.2, we have1
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 .  .r p - r P , where p is the principal cell of E . By the induction0 1
 .hypothesis applied to p and its contiguity subdiagram to p , part b is0
proven.
From now on assume E / E . There are four cases to consider:1 2
1. Both E and E are 0-bonds.1 2
2. Precisely one of bonds E , E is a 0-bond and for the other bond1 2
E the path E n p does not entirely contain t.
3. Precisely one of bonds E , E is a 0-bond and for the other bond1 2
E the path E n p entirely contains t.
4. Neither E nor E is 0-bond.1 2
Case 1. Consider a subdiagram GX of G with ­ GX s ¨ X t¨ X qX , where0 0 0 1 2 0
¨ X , ¨ X are some end, beginning of ¨ , ¨ , respectively, qX is a subpath of1 2 1 2 0
q , and the path ¨ X qX ¨ X is reduced. It follows from hypotheses of Lemma 40 2 0 1
 . Xand Lemma 3 b that Lemma 2 applies to G and yields that0
< X < < X < < < < X < < <¨ , ¨ F 1.04 t , q F 4 t . 5 .1 2 0
 .By Lemma 3 b ,
< < < X < < < < X < < <¨ y ¨ , ¨ y ¨ - 5 A ,1 1 2 2 j0
 .where j s r P . Then0 0
y1X X< < < < < < < < < <q - q q 10 A - q q 10 b n q . .0 0 j 0 00
 .Hence it follows from 5 that
y1y1< < < < < <b n A - q - 4 1 y 10 b n t . .j 00
and so
y1y1 y1< < < <5 A - 20 b n 1 y 10 b n t . .  . .j0
 .Now we see from 5 that
< < < < < < < < < <¨ , ¨ - 1.04 t q 5 A - 1.05 t F 1.05V ,1 2 j0
 .as required in 4 .
Case 2. For definiteness, let E be a 0-bond. Denote the principal cell2
of E by p . By induction hypothesis applied to p and its contiguity1 1 1
< <subdiagram to p , we have ¨ - 1.05V.0 1
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Let q s q q be the factorization of q defined by the vertex0 01 02 0
 . < <  . < <  .E n q . By Lemma 3.2, q - 1 q « A , where j s r P . Hence1 0 y 02 j 0 00
< < < <q ) b n y 1 y « A . .01 j0
< < X X X XTo estimate ¨ , consider a subdiagram G of G such that ­ G s z¨ q ,2 0 0 0 2 01
where ¨ X and qX are some beginning and end of ¨ and q , respectively,2 01 2 01
X X  .  X . Xthe path ¨ q is reduced, and z s ¨ y q is geodesic in G . By2 01 2 y 01 q 0
 .Lemma 3 b ,
< X < < < < < < <q ) q y 5 A ) b n y 6 y « A , .01 01 j j0 0
6 .
X< < < < < <¨ ) ¨ y 5 A .2 2 j0
Note it follows from Lemma 3.1 applied to E that1
< < y1 < < < < y1 < <z - 2b A q t F 2b A q V .j j0 0
 < < . XHence, by Lemma 2 in which p s 0 applied to G , we have2 0
< X < < < y1 < <q F 4 z - 8b A q 4V ,01 j0
7 .
X y1< < < < < <¨ F 1.04 z - 2.1b A q 1.04V .2 j0
 .  .It now follows from estimates 6 and 7 that
< < y1 y1 y1A - 4 b n y 8b y 6 y « V - 5b n V , .j0
< < y1 < <¨ - 2.1b q 5 A q 1.04V . .2 j0
Therefore,
< < y1 y1 y1¨ - 1.04 q 2.1b q 5 ? 5b n V - 1.05V , . .2
as required.
Case 3. For definiteness, assume that E is a 0-bond. By p denote the2 1
principal cell of E . Let1
p s p p , q s q q0 01 02 0 01 02
 .be factorizations of p and q defined by the vertices E n p and0 0 1 0 q
 .E n q , respectively.1 0 y
Arguing as in Case 2, we can get estimates
< < < < < < y1 < < < <q - 1 q « A , q - 8b A q 5 A .02 j 01 j j0 0 0
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 .following from Lemmas 3.2, 3.1, 3 b , and 2. Therefore,
< < y1 < < < <q - 8b q 6 q « A - b n A . .0 j j0 0
< < < <A contradiction to the inequality q ) b n A shows that this case is0 j0
impossible.
Case 4. Let p and p denote the principal cells of bonds E and E ,1 2 1 2
 .respectively. According to part a , both paths E n p and E n p have1 0 2 0
edges in common with t. Applying the induction hypothesis to p , p and1 2
their contiguity subdiagrams to p , we have0
< < < <¨ , ¨ - 1.05V ,1 2
as required.
 .Thus inequality 4 is proven. Now the inequality
< <p - 3.1V0
< <becomes obvious from t F V.
< <To estimate ­ P we apply Lemmas 3.1 and 6.1 to G to get that0 0
< < < < < < < <rb n ­ P - r q - p q 2g ­ P .0 0 0 0
Hence
y1 y1< <­ P - rb n y 2g ? 3.1V - 4b V . .0
Lemma 4.A is proven.
LEMMA 4.B. Suppose a section s of ­D is a subpath of p. Then there is aj
0-bond between s and q.j
Proof. Arguing on the contrary, consider a maximal system C of
disjoint bonds E , E , . . . , E in G between p and q where E and E are1 2 c 1 c
w x.the bonds that define G; see Figs. 9.1 and 9.2 in 11 .
If C contains a bond E such that E n p is a subpath of s , then, byk k j
 .Lemma 4.A a , E is a 0-bond. Hence, we may suppose that no E n p nork k
E g C is a subpath of s . Then, keeping the notation of Lemma 9.1k j
relating to the system C , we can consider a diagram D sitting between Et t
.  .and E in G such that, by Lemma 4.A a , r is a subpath of t s ???tq1 t j9y1 j9
 .t s t , where j9 F j F j0. It follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 4.A b thatj0 y1 j0 j0
< < < < y1x , y - 1 q 2g ? 4b V . .tq1 t
 .On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 4.A b that
< < < <E n p , E n p - 3.1V ,t tq1
whence
< < < < y1 < < y1 y2r G s y 6.2V ) 1 y 5h S y 6.2V ) 1 y 5h b y 6.2 V . .  . .t j k j
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Note it follows from the choice of G, the geodesity of s t s , andj j jq1
Lemma 3.3 that if a cell P9 of G has a contiguity subdiagram G9 to p, then
< < < <G9 n P9 - a ­ P9 . This property of the section p of ­ G ensures that if
D9 is a subdiagram of G with ­D9 s b9p9c9q9, where p9, q9 are subpaths of
p, q, respectively, then the analog of Lemma 6.5 applies to D9 for the
geodesity or smoothness of either p9, q9 is used in proving Lemma 6.5 only
.to refer to Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 . By the analog of Lemma 6.5 applied to D t
< <  < < < <.and the maximality of C , we have r - m x q y . However,t tq1 t
< < < < y1 y1 y2m x q y - 2m 1 q 2g ? 4b V - 1 y 5h b y 6.2 V . .  . .  .xq1 t
A contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 4.B.
As before, consider a maximal system C of disjoint bonds E , E , . . . , E1 2 c
between p and q in G.
Let s be the first section of ­D that is entirely contained in p andj q11
let E be the bond in C such that E is the first 0-bond between sk k j q11 1 1
and q.
Put p s p p and q s q q are factorizations of p and q defined by the1 2 1 2
 .  . < <vertices E n p and E n q , respectively. Let us estimate p . Firstk y k q 11 1
notice that, by choice of s and Lemma 4.B, p is a subpath of s t s .j q1 1 j j j q11 1 1 1
Therefore, if E is a 0-bond, then the estimate1
< < < < < < < <p - 3.08 t q 5 A - 5 V q A , .1 j r r1
 .  .where r s r P , follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 b .
If E is not 0-bond, then, by Lemma 4.A, E n p has edges in common1 1
with t and soj1
< < < < y1E n p - 3.1V , ­p - 4b V , 8 .1 1
where p is the principal cell of the bond E .1 1
Consider the subdiagram D of G ``sitting'' between E and E .k y1 k y1 k1 1 1
By maximality of C , there are no bonds between p and q in D .k y11
 .Hence, applying Lemma 4.A to E to obtain the analogs of 8 , we havek y11
from Lemmas 6.5 and 3.1 that the end p of p given by12 1
p s E n p .  .12 k y1y 1 y
can be estimated as
< < y1 y1p - m 1 q 2g ? 4b q 1 V q V - 5.3b V . . .12
 .Now it follows from Lemma 4.A and 8 that
< < < < < < < < y1 y1p F E n p q t q p - 3.1V q V q 5.3b V - 5.4b V .1 1 j 121
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Hence, in any case, it is proven that
< < < < y1p - max 5 V q A , 5.4b V . 9 . . .1 r
 .It follows from Lemma 3.1 and inequalities 8 that
< < < < y1b - 1 q 2g ­p - 4b 1 q 2g V . .  .1
Then, by Lemma 6.1 applied to a subdiagram of G whose contour is
bp q , we have1 2
< < y1 < < < < y1 < < y1 y1q F r p q b - r max 5 A q 5b V , 10b V . 10 . .  .2 1 r
Analogously, let s be the last section of ­D that is contained in pj q12
and let E be the last 0-bond in C between s and q perhaps, j s jk j q1 1 22 2
.and k s k . Put p s p p and q s q q are factorizations of p and q1 2 3 4 3 4
 .  .defined by the vertices E n p and E n q , respectively. Then, ask q k y2 2
before, we get
< < < < y1p - max 5 V q A , 5.4b V , . .4 r
11 .
< < y1 < < y1 y1q - r max 5 A q 5b V , 10b V . .3 r
Now let us make a couple of remarks.
First, if E9 and E0 are 0-bonds in G between some section s of p andj
q and D9 is a subdiagram of G with ­D9 s p9q9, where p9, q9 are subpaths
X  X . X  .of p, q so that p s E n p and p s E9 n p , then, by Lemmas 5.7,y q q y
 .y1 < < < <3.4, and 1, D9 has no cells, that is, p9 s q9 . In particular, q9 - 5 Ar
 .following from Lemma 3 b .
Second, if p entirely contains two consecutive sections s and s ofj jq1
­D, E g C is the last 0-bond between s and q, E g C is the firstk j k3 4
 .0-bond between s and q E , E exist by Lemma 4.B , and D9 given byjq1 k k3 4
< < < <­D9 s p9q9 is defined as before, then, by Lemma 2, p9 , q9 F 4V.
Assume that p entirely contains exactly l sections s , . . . , s of0 j q1 j ql1 1 0
­D, where s s s . Making use of the preceding remarks and in-j ql j q11 0 2
 .  . < <equalities 10 and 11 , we can estimate q as
< < < < y1 y1 < <q - 3 max 5 A q 5b V , 10b V q l 4V q 5 A . 12 . . . .r 0 r
If l F 2, we have0
< < < < < < y1 y1b n A - q - 5 max 5 A q 10b V , 10b V . . .r r
Therefore,
y1y1 y1 y1< <A - 5 max 5b b n y 5 V , 10b n V - V . . .r
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 .  .Now we see from 9 , 11 , and the foregoing remarks that s containsj q11
a subpath u such that uy1 is a subpath of p with
< < < < < < < <u ) s y p y max p , 4V .j 1 41
y1 < < y1 < <) 1 y 5h S y 20b V ) 5V ) 5 A . . k rj1
 .A contradiction to Lemma 3 b shows that l ) 2. Thus, s is differ-0 j q21
ent from s and s , and so, by the foregoing remarks, s contains aj q1 j q2 j q21 2 1
subpath u such that uy1 is a subpath of p with
< < < < y1 < < y2u ) s y 8V ) 1 y 5h S y 8V ) b V . .j q2 k1 j q21
< < < <For u - 5 A we haver
< < y2A ) 0.2b V . 13 .r
y1 y1 < <  .  .Hence, r ? 10b V - 60b A and so inequalities 10 and 11 implyr
that
< < < < < <q , q - 6 A .2 3 r
Let E g C be the first 0-bond between s and q, and let E g Ck j q2 k5 1 6
be the last 0-bond between s and q. Consider the contiguity subdiagramj2
G9 between p and q that is defined by E and E . Let ­ G9 s pX qX andk k 2 25 6
X X X  .  .q s q q q . Then, similar to 12 , we have from 13 that1 2 3
< X < < X < < < y1 y1 < < < <q q q - 3 max 5 A q 10b V , 14b V q 2 4V q 5 A - 30 A . . .1 3 r r r
It is now clear that
y1X Xy1< < < <q ) b y 30n ­ P , q s u ¨ ??? u ¨ ¨ . .2 2 1 1 l9 l9 l9q1
with all of the properties of the lemma's statement. In view of inequality
 .13 , Lemma 4 is completely proven.
 .From now on we will be denoting the free Burnside group B m, n of
 4  .exponent n over the alphabet A s a , . . . , a by B A, n .1 m
 4Let us introduce a countably infinite alphabet X s x , x , . . . for use1 2
 .throughout the rest of the article. We assume that A and X are disjoint.
 .By B X , n denote the free Burnside group over X of exponent n.
As before, a word in X "1 is also referred to as an X-word.
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 .LEMMA 5. Suppose G is a finite subgroup of B A, n . Then there are
 :  .A-words S , S , . . . such that the subgroup G, S , S , . . . of B A, n is1 2 1 2
 :  .  .isomorphic to the subgroup G, x , x , . . . of B A j X , n under C T s T1 2
 .  .if T g G and C x s S , C x s S , . . . .1 1 2 2
 .Proof. Let G also stand for the set of all reduced in B A, n words that
represent elements of G. Put
< <V9 s max T .
TgG
 .Consider the words S , S , . . . defined by formulas 3 for V s 4V9 and1 2
denote the set of all such S "1 by S .k
 .By W G, S denote a word G j S with no subwords of the form G G ,1 2
 .where G , G g G are nonempty. The image of W G, S under a ª a,1 2
 .a g A, S ª x is denoted by W G, X .k k
 .  .  .By t D denote a truncated type of a diagram D over B A, n : t D sV V
 . < < y2l , l , . . . , where j is the first rank for which A ) 0.2b V, andj j q1 V jV V V
l is the number of cells of rank j in D.j
 .By induction on t D , we will be proving that if D is a reduced diagramV
 .  .  .  .over B A, n such that w ­D is a word of the form W G, S and W G, X
 .  .is freely reduced, then W G, X s 1 in B A j X , n .
 .  .Put ­D s q p ??? q p , where w q g S , w p g G, j s 1, . . . , l. For1 1 l l j j
 . y1each p pick a reduced diagram D over B A, n such that ­D sjj j
y1  .  .  .  .x p y t , where w x is an end of w q , w y is a beginning of w q ,j j j j j j j jq1
 .  .  y1 .the word w t is reduced in B A, n , the word w y t x is freelyj j j j
< < < <reduced, and D with preceding properties is maximal relative to x q y .j j j
Suppose there is a 0-bond between xy1 and yy1 in D . Then wej j j
consider a maximal contiguity subdiagram G between xy1 and yy1 in Dj j j
< y1 < < y1 <relative to G n x q G n y . It is easy to see from Lemmas 1 and 5.7j j
that G has no cells. Since t , p are geodesic in D , it follows from Lemmasj j j
< <5.7, 3.3, and 1 that the entire D has no cells either. Then t s 0 forj j
y1 < < y1 < < < < < y1 <y t x is reduced. If, say, x ) 2h S q p , then G n x )j j j j k j jjy1 < <  .  .  .y12h S and, by Lemma 3 a , we conclude that w x ' w y . How-k j jq1j
 .  .ever, then, by w t ' 1, W G, X is not reduced, contrary to the hypothe-j
sis. Analogously,
< < y1 < < < < y1 < <y F 2h S q p - 2.1h S .j k j kj j
Now suppose there is no 0-bond between xy1 and yy1 in D . Thenj j j
Lemma 2 applied to D yields thatj
< < < < < < < < < <x , y F 1.04 p , t F 4 p F V .j j j j j
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Hence, by Lemma 6.2, if p is a cell in D , thenj
< < y1­p - 1 q 3.08r4 r V - 2V .
 .and so r p - j .V
Let us attach each D to D along x p y producing a diagram D9. Let sj j j j j
be a subpath of q so that q s y s x in D9. Clearly, ­D9 s s t s t ???j j jy1 j j 1 1 2 2
< < < <  y1 . < <s t , where, by the preceding estimates, t - V, s - 1 y 5h S andl l j j k j
 .  .t D9 s t D . It is readily seen from the maximality of each D relativeV V j
< < < <  .to x q y that w ­D9 is reduced. Removing reducible pairs of cells inj j
D9 results in a reduced diagram D0 which satisfies all of the assumptions of
wLemma 4. Note that s t s is geodesic follows from the choice of D ;j j jq1 j
 0.  . x 0also, t D F t D . Let P be a cell of rank r in D with an arc a,V V
< <  . < < y1where a ) b n y 30 A and a s u ¨ ??? u ¨ u as described inr 1 1 l9 l9 l9q1
the conclusion of Lemma 4. Note it follows from Lemma 4 that we can
consider a subdiagram G of D defined by ­ G s ab, where b is a subpath of
­D, and if p is a cell in G, then
< < y1­p - r 4V q 2V q V - 8V .
following from Lemma 6.2. Consequently, we have from 1 y 5hy1 4 2hy1
 . "1and Lemma 3 a that if A is a cyclic permutation of A beginning withr
"1  . w  . "1 x y1u and S ' Cw u D we assume w q ' S , then CAC is equal1 k 1 1 k
 .in rank - j to a word V G, S . Now it is clear that we can take P and aV
part of G out of D0 and, making use of cells of rank - j , get a reducedV
r  r .  0.  0.  r .diagram D with t D - t D F t D and w ­D is a word inV V V
G j S . Using diagrams of rank - j , we can also assume that cyclic wordV
 r .w ­D has no subwords of the form G G with nonempty G , G g G,1 2 1 2
 r .  .  .that is, w ­D s W G, S and W G, X is reduced. By construction, wer r
 .  .  . nhave in the group B A j X , n that W G, X s W G, X T with somer
 .  .word T. By the induction hypothesis, W G, X s 1 in B A j X , n and sor
 .  .W G, X s 1 in B A j X , n as well.
 n r2 n r2 :  .LEMMA 6. The subgroup x x N k s 1, 2, . . . of B X , n is iso-2 ky1 2 k
 . n r2 n r2morphic to B X , n under the map x x ª x , k s 1, 2, . . . .2 ky1 2 k k
n r2 n r2  4Proof. Denote the word x x by Y and put Y s Y , Y , . . . . It2 ky1 2 k k 1 2
 .  .  .  .suffices to show that if W Y s 1 in B X , n , then W X s 1 in B X , n
as well.
We will say that a nonempty cyclically reduced X-word U is an almost
Y-word provided a finite sequence of replacements of the form x " n r2 ªl
x . n r2 of some subwords x " n r2 in U yields a reduced Y-word.l l
 .  .Assume W Y is a nonempty cyclically reduced as a Y-word word with
<  . <  .  .W Y ) 0 and W Y s 1 in B X , n .
 .  .By W Y denote any word obtained from W Y by a finite sequence of
replacements of the form x " n r2 ª x . n r2, where x " n r2 is a subword ofl l l
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 .  .W Y . Clearly, any such W Y is also cyclically reduced and is an almost
Y-word.
 .By t D denote a truncated type of a diagram D now defined as2
 .  .follows: t D s l , l , . . . , where l is the number of cells in D of rank2 k kq1 j
< < j and k is the first rank for which A ) 1 this means that we do notk
< < .count cells p with ­p s n .
 .  .  . wConsider a reduced diagram D over B X , n with w ­D s W Y this
 .  X . . Xmeans that we pick D over such B i s B X , n i , where X ; X is
 .  .x  .finite, that W Y s 1 in B i and D is minimal relative to t D over all
 .such W Y .
 .  .  .By induction on t D , we will prove that W X s 1 in B X , n .2
By Lemma 18.1, there is a cell P of some rank j in D such that
< < y1 < <­ P s u¨ , u ) b n ­ P , and u is a subpath of ­D. If A s 1, then wej
 . " n r2have w u s A and a contradiction to choice of D is immediate.j
< <Hence A ) 1. In this case, it is easy to see from b n 4 1 that somej
cyclic permutation A of A"1 is an almost Y-word. Therefore, we mayj
take P and a part of u whose label is an almost Y-word out of D and get
 .  .  .a diagram D9 such that t D9 - t D and w ­D9 ' W9 with W9 an2 2
almost Y-word. It is easy to see that we can obtain a reduced almost
Y-word W0 from W9 by making all possible cancellations in cyclic W9 and
n using relations x s 1. Performing corresponding surgery on D9 andk
.removing reducible pairs results in a reduced diagram D0 such that
 .  .  .t D0 - t D and w ­D0 ' W0. Changing W0 by another W0 as before2 2
 .if necessary, we may further assume that D0 is minimal relative to t D0 .
 .Now the induction hypothesis applies to the pair D0, w ­D0 ' W0 and, in
view of our construction, yields the required equalities.
 .LEMMA 7. Suppose G is a finite 2-subgroup of B A, n . Then the central-
 .  .izer C G of G in B A j X , n contains a subgroup H sB A j X , n.
 :  n r2 n r2 :H , H , . . . such that H is isomorphic to the subgroup x , x , . . . of1 2 1 2
 . n r2  4B X , n under the map H ª x , k s 1, 2, . . . . In addition, G l H s 1k k
 .and C H s G.B A j X , n.
 ."1Proof. We will say that a word W in A j X strongly depends on
  4."1  .x g X if W is a word in A j x , W / 1 in B A j X , n , and
 .  .  .p W s 1, where p : B A j X , n ª B A, n is the natural projection.A A
LEMMA 7.A. For e¨ery x g X there is an A -word H , wherek x kk
 4 2 A s A j x , such that H strongly depends on x , H s 1 in B A jx k k k kk
.  .X , n , and H g C G .k B A j X , n.
Proof. If G is trivial we put H s x n r2. Proceeding by induction onk k
< <  :G , denote by G a normal subgroup in G of index 2 and put G s G , T ,0 0
where T g G is an A-word. By the induction hypothesis, there is a word H
such that H has all of the properties stated in the lemma relative to G .0
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 :Consider the subgroup G s G, H . Clearly, G is normal in G and the1 0 1
images of H and T have order 2 in the quotient G rG .1 0
 .It follows from p HT s T and the assumptions that G is a 2-groupA
and T f G that the images of H, T generate a dihedral group modulo G0 0
of some order 2 d, where d is even. Therefore, we can consider H9 s
 .d r2 yd r2HT T . Clearly, the order of H9 in G rG is 2, H9 commutes with1 0
T in G rG , and H9 strongly depends on x . Hence, raising H9 to a1 0 k
suitable power, we will get a word H such that H strongly depends onk k
 .x , has order 2 in B A j X , n , and H normalizes G. However, thenk k
 .H also centralizers G following from p H s 1 and Lemma 7.A isk A k
proven.
LEMMA 7.B. Suppose
H ??? H s 1 14 .k k1 l
 . n r2 n r2  .in B A j X , n . Then x ??? x s 1 in B X , n .k k1 l
 . Proof. Let D be a diagram over B A j X , n with the same meaning
.  .as in proving Lemma 6 . By t D denote an X-type of D defined asX
 .  .follows: t D s l , l , . . . , where l is the number of cells P of rank j inX 1 2 j
n  nD provided A is not A -word for any x g X i.e., A contains at leastj x lk t"1 "1 .two distinct x , y g X ; otherwise, put l s 0.j
 .  .Let us associate with Eq. 14 a reduced diagram D over B A j X , n
 .such that w ­D is a word of the form
B C B C ??? B C , 15 .1 1 2 2 l l
 . "1where for every t mod l the following are true: C is a word in A andt x k t
B is a word in A "1 such that there are words B , B in A "1 so thatt t1 t2
 .  .B s B B in B A, n and B C B s H in B A , n . Note it ist t1 t2 t2 t tq11 k kt t
 .possible that for every t the word B is empty, C ' H and then w ­Dt t k t
 .turns into 14 .
 . n r2 n r2For such diagram D, by induction on t D , we prove that x ??? xX k k1 l
 .s 1 in B X , n .
First notice that if C contains no occurrences of x "1, then H equalst k kt t
 .  .in B A j X , n to an A-word. However, then H s 1 in B A j X , n fork tw  .  .xH strongly depends on x recall p H s 1 in B A, n . Hence everyk k A kt t t
C does contain occurrences of x "1.t k t
 .Second, making use of relators of groups B A , n , t s 1, . . . , l, we canxk t .  .  .bring D with w ­D of the form 15 back to D9 with w ­D9 of the form
 .  .  .14 and t D9 s t D .X X
2  . 2Also, note that H s 1 in B A , n obviously follows from H s 1 int x tk t .B A j X , n .
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These remarks, in particular, mean that we can assume that for every t
 .  .mod l , k / k in 15 .t tq1
 .Third, changing B , C if necessary, we can suppose that the word 15 ist t
cyclically reduced and every C both begins and ends with x "1.t k t
 .Fourth, we can assume that D contains no cell p such that w ­p is an
A-word and ­p has an edge e with ey1 g ­D and that D has no cell P
 . y1such that w ­ P is an A -word and ­ P has an edge e with e g ­Dxk t . "1 wand w e s x for otherwise, we would take such p or P along with ek t
 .out of D changing B , C but not changing t D ; note this is the maint t X
 .  .xreason for replacing 14 by 15 .
To have the right to suppose that D after all of the foregoing described
.transformations is still reduced, we need to show that removal of re-
 .ducible pairs in D does not increase the X-type t D . To do this, we firstX
make a change in the definition of j-compatibility of sections q , q see1 2
w x.  .  .11, p. 13 : In addition to A1 and A2 , we require that there is a
contiguity subdiagram E between q and q such that E contains t,1 2
< < < < < < < <E n q , E n q ) N A s 484 A ,1 2 j j
 . < <E is a reduced diagram of rank j y 1, and E n q and E n q are1 2
< < < < < < smooth sections of rank j of ­ E. In particular, q , q ) N A other-1 2 j
.wise, q , q may not be compatible .1 2
The definition of weak j-compatibility remains unchanged.
w  . xIt is not difficult to check see first Lemmas 18.5 c and 19.1 that proofs
w xof all lemmas 11 are retained. Taking advantage of the new definition of
reducible pairs, we can prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 7.C. It is possible to remo¨e a reducible pair of cells in a diagram
 .  .D o¨er B A j X , n so that the X-type t D does not increase.X
Proof. Let P , P be cells of rank j in D and let t be a path that1 2
 .  .makes P , P be j-compatible. Assume that w ­ P , w ­ P are A -words1 2 1 2 x
for some x g X . It follows from Lemma 18.4.3 and the definition of a bond
 .that the contiguity subdiagram E between P and P that contains w tt 1 2
has the contour ­ E labelled by an A -word. Then, by a routine argumentx
 .based on Lemma 18.1, for every cell p in E, w ­p is an A -word. Thenx
 .w t and so
"1 y1
w ­ P w t w ­ P w t .  .  .  .1 2
are A -words. Therefore, a reduced diagram of rank j for the equalityx 1
jy1"1 y1
w ­ P w t w ­ P w t s 1 .  .  .  .1 2
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 .contains only such cells p that w ­p are A -words following from thex
same argument as before based on Lemma 18.1. This proves Lemma 7.C.
Thus, by Lemma 7.C, we still can assume that D is a reduced diagram.
 .There is nothing to prove if l s 0. Let l ) 0; that is, let the word 15 be
nonempty. Since such D has cells, we can apply Lemma 18.1 to D and get
y1 < < < <a cell P so that ­ P s u¨ , where u is a subpath of ­D and u ) b ­D .
 .  . " nDenote r P s j and w ­ P s A . Since b n 4 1, it follows from choicej
of D that A contains at least two distinct x "1, y "1 g X . Therefore, therej
"1 s w xis a cyclic permutation A of A such that A , where s ) b n y 2 ) 3,j
 .is a subword of cyclic word 15 such that
ssA ' C B ??? C B , 16 . .t t q1 t qt t qt q11 1 1 2 1 2
meaning that C ' C , B ' B , and so forth.t qt q1 t t qt q2 t q11 2 1 1 2 1 sy2 Taking the subpath of ­D l ­ P labelled by A located in the
s.``middle'' of the path labelled by A and P out of D, we will get a diagram
 .  .  .  .D such that w ­D has the form 15 and t D - t D . It remains to1 1 X 1 X
 .note that, by the induction hypothesis, the word 14 , that corresponds to
 . n r2  .w ­D and is rewritten in x , equals 1 in B X , n and differs from the1 k
 .  . n r2word 14 , that corresponds to w ­D and is rewritten in x , by a wordk
 .  n r2 n r2 .n n r2 n r2conjugate in B X , n to x ??? x . This implies that x ??? xk k k kt t q t 1 l1 1 2
 .s 1 in B X , n and Lemma 7.B is proven.
Now the main claim of Lemma 7 becomes obvious from Lemma 7.B.
 4Clearly, G l H s 1 for each H strongly depends on x . Lemma 7 isk k
proven.
 .LEMMA 8. Suppose K is a finite 2-subgroup of B A, n , G is a subgroup
 :of index 2 in K, and D is an A-word so that K s G, D . Then the
 .  .centralizer C G of G in B A j X , n contains a subgroup H sB A j X , n.
 :  :  : H , H , . . . such that the quotient group K, H rG, where H, K : B A2 3
.  n r2 n r2 :  .j X , n , is isomorphic to the subgroup x , x , . . . of B X , n under1 2
n r2 n r2  4the map D ª x , H ª x , k s 2, 3, . . . . In addition, G l H s 1 .1 k k
Proof. We will repeat the proof of Lemma 7 with necessary changes,
keeping most of the notation and terminology introduced there.
 ."1Suppose W is a word in A j X . We will say that W is G-regular
 < <.provided for every maximal A-subword V relative to V of the word W
 .we have V g G in B A, n . We will also say that W is cyclically G-regular
if W s 1 provided W is an A-word or, otherwise, for every maximal
 < <.A-subword V relative to V of the cyclic word W we have V g G in
 .B A,n .
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LEMMA 8.A. For e¨ery x g X there is an A -word H , where A s Ak x k xk k
 4 2  .j x , such that H strongly depends on x , H s 1 in B A j X , n ,k k k k
 .H g C G , and H is G-regular.k B A j X , n. k
Proof. Repeating the proof of Lemma 7.A, we note that the extra
property of H is ensured by its explicit construction.k
To unify notation, put H s D and let H , H , . . . be unchanged.1 2 3
LEMMA 8.B. Suppose
H ??? H s G 17 .k k 01 l
 . n r2 n r2in B A j X , n , where G g G is an A-word. Then x ??? x s 1 in0 k k1 l
 .B X , n .
 .Proof. Let us modify the definition of X-type t D of a diagram DX
 .  .  .over B A j X , n as follows: t D s l , l , . . . , where l is the numberX 1 2 j
of cells P of rank j in D provided either An is not A -word for any x g Xj x
or An is an A -word for some x g X such that An is not cyclicallyj x j
G-regular; otherwise, put l s 0.j
 .  .As before, associate with Eq. 17 a reduced diagram D over B A j X , n
 .such that w ­D is a word of the form
B C B C ??? B C , 18 .1 1 2 2 l l
 .where for every t mod l the following are true:
 . "11 C is a G-regular word in A provided k ) 1 and C is ant x t tk t
A-word provided k s 1.t
 . "12 B is a word in A such that there are A-words B , B , B sot t1 t3 t2
 .that B s B B B in B A, n and either B C B s H modulo allt t1 t3 t 2 t2 t tq11 k t
 .cyclically G-regular relators of B A , n , provided k ) 1, or B C Bk t t 2 t tq11t
 .s H in B A, n , provided k s 1.k tt
 .  .3 The words B , B , B introduced in part 2 have the followingt1 t3 t2
additional properties: For every t, B , B are G-regular; B s Gy1 int1 t2 t3 0
 .B A, n if t s 1 and B ' 1 if t / 1.t3
 . n r2 n r2For such diagram D, by induction on t D , we prove that x ??? xX k k1 l
 .s 1 in B X , n .
As before, every C does contain occurrences of x "1, provided t ) 1,t k t
following from strong dependence of C on x .t k t
 .  .Suppose there is a t mod l such that k s k in 18 . If k s 1, thent tq1 t
 .using only cells that correspond to relators of B A, n , we can bring D to
 .  .  .  .D9 with w ­D9 having form 18 with l9 s l y 2. Clearly, t D9 s t D .X X
To consider the case k ) 1 we needt
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 ."1LEMMA 8.C. Suppose W is a cyclically G-regular word in A j X ,
 .  .W s 1 in B A j X , n and D is a reduced diagram o¨er B A j X , n for
 .this equality. Then for e¨ery cell P in D the word w ­ P is cyclically
G-regular.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume W to be cyclically
reduced. However, then the claim can be obtained by a routine argument
based on Lemma 18.1.
Coming back to the case k ) 1, we see from Lemma 8.C that it sufficest
to use only the cells that correspond to cyclically G-regular relators of
 .  .  .B A , n to bring D to D9 with w ­D9 of the form 18 where l9 s l y 2.xk t  .  .Again, t D9 s t D .X X
 .  .Therefore, we can assume that for every t mod l , k / k in 18 .t tq1
As before, by changing B , C if necessary, we can assume that the wordt t
 . "118 is cyclically reduced and every C both begins and ends with xt k t
provided k ) 1.t
 .We can also suppose that D contains no cell p such that w ­p is an
A-word and ­p has an edge e with ey1 g ­D; neither does D have cell P
 .such that w ­ P is a G-regular A -word and ­ P has an edge e withxk ty1  . "1 we g ­ P and w e s x otherwise, we could take such p or P alongk t
 .xwith e out of D and suitably change B , C without changing t D .t t X
At last, we change the definition of j-compatibility as was done in the
proof of Lemma 7 to be able to prove
LEMMA 8.D. It is possible to remo¨e a reducible pair of cells in a diagram
 .  .D o¨er B A j X , n so that the X-type t D does not increase.X
 .Proof. First let us prove three auxiliary lemmas 8.D.1]8.D.3 .
 .LEMMA 8.D.1. Suppose D is a reduced diagram o¨er B A j X , n such
that ­D s qt, where q is either smooth of some rank j or q is geodesic in D
 .  .and w t is G-regular. Then w q is also G-regular.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that t is a reduced
path. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 18.1, we can get from Lemmas 5.7,
3.3, and 3.4 that there is a cell P in D such that ­ P s u¨ , uy1 is a
< < < <subpath of t, and u ) b n ­ P . It follows from the inequality b n ) 2 that
 .w ­ P is cyclically G-regular. It remains to take P and u out of D and
apply the induction hypothesis.
 .LEMMA 8.D.2. Suppose D is a reduced diagram o¨er B A j X , n such
  .  .4that ­D s bpcq, where b, c are geodesic in D and if U g w p , w q , then
 .U has the following properties: U is G-regular; if U s V in B A j X , n , then
< <  < < < <.V is not A-word and V ) 3 max b , c . Then for e¨ery cell P in D the word
 .w ­ P is cyclically G-regular.
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 .Proof. Proceeding by induction on t D , first note that, without loss of
 .  .generality, we may assume w p , w q to be reduced words. If D contains
 .no cells, i.e., t D s 0, then the claim follows from the assumption that
 .  .w p , w q are not A-words.
Suppose D contains cells. By Lemmas 5.7 and 9.2, there is a u-cell in D.
Denote the contiguity subdiagrams of P to b, p, c, q by G , G , G , G ,b p c q
respectively, and their contiguity degrees by c , c , c , c .b p c q
 .Suppose c ) b the case c ) b is analogous . Then it follows fromp q
the definition of contiguity subdiagrams that there is a cell p in G suchp
y1 < < < <that ­p s u¨ and u is a subpath of p with u ) b ­p . It is clear from
 .b n ) 2 that w ­p is cyclically G-regular. It remains to take p along with
u out of D and apply the induction hypothesis.
Therefore, we can assume that c , c F b. Then c q c ) u y 2b.p q p q
Applying Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, and 6.1 to G , G , we havep c
< < < < < <r u y 2b y 4g ­ P - b q c , . .
whence
y1< < < < < < < < < <­ P - r u y 2b y 4g b q c - 1.2 b q c . .  .  . .
By Lemma 3.3, c , c - a . Hence c , c ) u y 2b y a and we canb c b c
consider a bond E between b and c consisting of P, G , G . Then, byb c
definitions and Lemma 3.1, there is a path s in D homotopic to p such
that
< < < < < < < < < < < <s - b q c q 1 y u q b ­ P - 1.02 b q c . .  .
 .  .  .Since w s s w p in B A j X , n , it follows from the lemma's hypo-
< <  < < < <.thesis that s ) 3 max b , c . A contradiction completes the proof of
Lemma 8.D.2.
 .LEMMA 8.D.3. Suppose D is a reduced diagram o¨er B A j X , n with
­D s bpcq, p, q are smooth A-periodic sections, where A is a period of some
< < < < < < nrank i, so that p , q ) N A , A is cyclically G-regular and not A-word, D
 .itself is a contiguity subdiagram between p and q, and o s e and1 p "
 .  .  .o s e , where e g p and e g q are some edges so that w e , w e g2 q " p q p q
"1  .X . Then there is a path r s o y o in D such that w r is G-regular.1 2
Proof. Applying Lemmas 9.1 and 5.4 to D if necessary and keeping
 .their notation, we can assume that D s D 1, k is rigid and, by Lemma 9.5,
< < < <q k , 1 ) N y 4.4 A , .  .
< < < <q k , 1 - 2 N A , 19 .  .
< < < < < < < < < < < <b , c - 0.003 A , x , y - j A , 20 .t 9 t 0
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where t9 and t0 satisfy 1 - t9 F k and 1 F t0 - k, and ­ E s x p y q ,t t t t t
t s 1, . . . , k.
Suppose b is a geodesic in D that is homotopic to b. Consider a
y1 .subdiagram D of D given by ­D s b b. Assume that D contains ab b b
 .vertex of a bond E g C s C D with l ) 1. Then we have the followingl
< < < <estimates from Lemma 6.1 and the inequality b F b :
y1 < < < < < <dis E n q , q F r b q x - 0.004 A . .  . .q l q lq
 .In view of inequalities 19 and Lemmas 9.3 and 9.5, there is a subdia-
 .  .gram of D s D 1, k of the form D m , k so that1
< < < < < < < <q k , 1 y q k , m - 1 q « q 3j q 0.004 A - 1.1 A .  .  .1
 .and D m , k has no vertices in common with D .1 b
Quite analogously, consider a geodesic path c homotopic to c and a
y1 .subdiagram D of D given by ­D s c c . As before, there is a subdia-c c
 .  .gram D 1, m of D s D 1, k such that2
< < < < < <q k , 1 y q m , 1 - 1.1 A .  .2
 .and D 1, m has no vertices in common with D .2 c
 .Hence the diagram D m , m is contained in the diagram D given by1 2
­D s bpcq and
< < < < < < < <q m , m ) q k , 1 y 2.2 A ) N y 6.6 A , .  .  .2 1
21 .
< < < <q m , m - 2 N A . .2 1
 .It follows from inequalities 19 and Lemmas 6.1 and 18.4.1 that Lemma
 .  .8.D.2 applies to the diagram D9 m , m , where D9 m , m is obtained1 2 1 2
 . "1  .  .from D m , m by A -extensions of p m , m and q m , m on both1 2 1 2 2 1
< <  .sides of length - A and corresponding lengthening of x and y inm m1 2
order to get
­D9 m , m s xX p9 m , m yX q9 m , m , .  .  .1 2 m 1 2 m 2 11 2
  ..  X ..where w p9 m , m and w q m , m are G-regular words.1 2 2 1
 .By Lemma 8.D.2, for every cell p in D and hence in D9 m , m we1 2
 .have that the word w ­p is cyclically G-regular.
 .To simplify notation, rename D9 m , m by D9 and the sections1 2
X  . X  .  .x , p9 m , m , y , q9 m , m of ­D9 m , m by b9, p9, c9, q9, respec-m 1 2 m 2 1 1 21 2
tively. Thus ­D9 s b9p9c9q9.
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 . "1Note that if ­D9 has an edge e so that w e g X and e g p9,0 0 0
ey1 g q9, then Lemma 18.D.3 is true following from G-regularity of0
 .  .w p9 , w q9 . Assume there are a sequence of cells p , p , . . . , p in D91 2 l
 .  .and a sequence of edges e , f g ­p , j s 1, . . . , l, so that w e , w f gj j j j j
X "1, ey1 g q9, e s fy1, . . . , e s fy1 , fy1 g p9. Then it is easy to see that1 2 1 l ly1 l
Lemma 18.D.3 is again true following from cyclic G-regularity of words
 .  .  .  .w ­p , . . . , w ­p and G-regularity of w p9 , w q9 .1 l
Therefore, we can assume that there are no such edges e and se-0
quences of cells p and edges e , f in D9.j j j
 . "1  .Consider an edge e g ­D9 with w e g X . By D e, X denote a
 . w .subdiagram of D9 such that D e, X has the following properties 1P and
 .x  .   ..2P and D e, X is maximal relative to t D e, X :
 .  .1P If p is a cell in D e, X , then there are sequences of cells
 .p , p , . . . , p in D e, X and edges e , f , . . . , e , f such that e , f g ­p ,1 2 l 1 1 l l j j j
 .  . "1 y1 y1 y1 y1w e , w f g X , and e s e, e s f , . . . , e s f , f g ­p .j j 1 2 1 l ly1 l
 .  .2P The contours of D e, X are cyclically reduced paths.
 .It is immediate from the definition of D e, X that the following are
 .  .true: D e, X is connected but need not be simply connected ; if s is a
 .  .  .contour of D e, X that bounds a bounded hole in D e, X , then w s is an
 .A-word; if s is the contour of D e, X that does not bound a bounded hole
 .  . "1in D e, X , then for every edge e g s with w e g X we have e g ­D9.
X < X < < < XLet q be a subpath of q9 such that q s A and q is a ``middle'' of0 0 0
q9, that is, if q9 s qX qX qX , then1 0 2
N y 10
X X< < < < < < < < < <q , q G q9 y A r2 y 1 ) A 22 . .1 2 2
 .following from 21 and construction of D9.
X  . "1  .Let e9 be an edge of q with w e9 g X recall A is not A-word .0
 .Consider a diagram D e9, X and denote its contour that bounds the
 .unbounded component of the complement to D e9, X by s9. Note that if
 .y1  .y1e9 g b9 or e9 g c9, then we can get an easy contradiction to
 .inequalities 22 by making use of Lemma 6.1 and estimates
< < < < < <b9 , c9 - 2.003 A
 .that follow from 20 and construction of D9.
Hence it follows from the foregoing assumption about some edges and
.  .sequences of cells and edges that D e9, X contains cells and s9 has no
 . "1edge e such that w e g X and e g p9.
 . "1Suppose s9 has no edge e with w e g X and e g b9 or e g c9. Then
there is a disk subdiagram G in D9 such that ­ G s qX t, where qX is a3 3
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 . Xsubpath of q9 containing e9 and w t is an A-word. Since q is smooth in3
 X .  . "1G and the word w q contains w e9 g X , we have a contradiction to3
Lemma 18.4.2.
Therefore, we may assume that there is an edge e g s9 such thatb
 . "1w e g X and e g b9. First suppose that there is no e g s9 such thatb b c
 . "1 w e g X and e g c9. The case when such e exists and e does notc c c b
.  .is analogous. Then there is a disk subdiagram G in D m , m given by1 2
­ G s q m , m b t , .2 2 1 1
 .  .  .  .where q m , m s q m , m q m , m , the path q m , m contains2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
 .  .the edge e9, x s b b , and t is a reduced path in D m , m with w tm 1 2 1 21
 .  .an A-word. It follows from 19 , 22 , and construction of D9 from
 .D m , m that1 2
N y 14
< < < < < < < < < <q m , m ) A , b9 F x - 0.003 A . 23 .  .2 2 1 m12
 .Picking such G with minimal t G , we have that if p is a cell in G with
 . y1 ww ­p an A-word, then ­p has no edges in common with t for
 . xotherwise, we could decrease t G by changing t . Note it follows from
Lemma 18.4.3 that if P9 is a cell in G and G9 is a contiguity subdiagram of
< < < <  .  .P9 to t with G9 n P9 ) b ­ P9 , then w ­ G9 , w ­ P9 are A-words.
Then, by a routine argument based on Lemma 18.1, G9 consists of cells p
 .with w ­p an A-word. A contradiction to choice of G shows that there
 .are no such P9, G9 in G. Then, as in proving Lemma 1 b , it follows from
Lemma 5.7 that t is geodesic in G. By Lemma 6.5 applied to G, we have
 .  .from 23 the existence of a bond E between t and q m , m . Since any2 2 1
 .bond between t and q m , m is a 0-bond, we can assume that2 2 1
< < < <dis E n q m , m , q m , m - m ? 0.003 A - 0.1 A .  . . .q m , m . 2 2 1 2 2 1q q2 2 1
 .following from the second inequality in 23 . Now we see from the first
 . X Xinequality in 23 that there is a subdiagram G in G such that ­ G s q t ,0 0 3
X  .  .where q is a subpath of q m , m containing e9 and w t9 an A-word. A3 2 2 1
contradiction to Lemma 18.4.2 completes this case.
 .  .At last, suppose that there are edges e , e g s9 such that w e , w eb c b c
g X "1 and e g b9, e g c9. Then we can consider a disk subdiagram Gb c
 .in D m , m given by1 2
­ G s b tc q m , m , .1 2 2 1
 .where x s b b , y s c c , and t is a reduced path in D m , m withm 1 2 m 1 2 1 21 2
 .  .w t an A-word. Picking such G minimal relative to t G , we can repeat
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the preceding argument to prove the existence of two distinct 0-bonds in G
 .between t and q m , m such that the contiguity subdiagram defined by2 1
the bonds contains e9. A contradiction to Lemma 18.4.2 completes the
proof of Lemma 8.D.3.
Let us prove Lemma 8.D. Suppose some cells P , P form a reducible1 2
j-pair in a diagram D, E is a contiguity subdiagram between P and P1 2
< < < <that contains the path t with t - d A which makes P , P be j-compat-j 1 2
ible.
 .  .If w ­ P is A-word, then w ­ E is also A-word and so, by the same1
 .argument as in proving Lemma 8.C, w t is A-word. Now it remains to
refer to Lemmas 18.4.2 and 8.C to draw the required conclusion.
 .Assume w ­ P is cyclically G-regular but not A-word. Cyclically per-1
mutting A if necessary, suppose that A begins with a letter x g X "1.j j
Then, by Lemma 8.D.3, we can replace t by a homotopic to t path t9 for
.  .t , t are phase vertices of ­ P , ­ P , respectively such that w t9 isy q 1 2
G-regular. Now Lemma 8.D follows from Lemma 8.C.
Coming back to proving Lemma 8, we still can assume D to be reduced
following from Lemma 8.D.
 .Assuming l ) 0 otherwise the claim is obvious , we apply Lemma 18.1
to D to get a cell P with ­ P s u¨ , where uy1 is a subpath of ­D and
< < < <  .  . " nu ) b ­D . Put r P s j and w ­D s A . Since b n ) 2, it followsj
from choice of D that A contains at least one x "1 g X and, if Aj j
contains occurrences of precisely one x "1 g X , An is not G-regular. Thenj
it is not difficult to see that there is a cyclic permutation A of A"1 suchj
s w x  .that A , where s ) b n y 2 ) 3, is a subword of cyclic word 18 such
that A begins with some x "1 g X and
ssA ' C B ??? C B , .t t q1 t qt t qt q11 1 1 2 1 2
meaning that C ' C , B ' B , and so forth. Then it ist qt q1 t t qt q2 t q11 2 1 1 2 1
clear that A begins with x "1, t ) 1, and An is not G-regular by thek 1t1 .properties of 18 .
 . s  .If the subword C B ??? C B of 18 contains no B , thent t q1 t qt t qt q1 11 1 1 2 1 2
we can repeat the corresponding argument in proving Lemma 7.B to get
w  .the required conclusion from the induction hypothesis note t D -X 1
 . n xt D now follows from the fact that A is not G-regular . Otherwise, weX j
s s1 s2 < < siput A ' A A , where s y s F 1 and pick that A which contains no1 2
ww x xB . Since b n y 2 r2 ) 3, it is possible to argue as previously to finish1
the proof of Lemma 8.B.
The first claim of Lemma 8 becomes obvious from Lemma 8.B. Clearly,
 4K l H s 1 for each H , k G 2, strongly depends on x . Lemma 8 isk k
proven.
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LEMMA 9. Let X s X j X be a disjoint union of nonempty subsets1 2
 .X , X . Suppose X is an X -word, X / 1 in B X , n , and Y, Z are X -words1 2 1 1 2
 .  :such that Y / 1, Z / 1, and Y / Z in B X , n . Then the subgroup X, Y, Z2
 .of B X , n is infinite.
Proof. By Lemma 1.7, for every j ) 0 we can consider a 3-aperiodic
 .  4  .word D a , a in the alphabet a , a whose length is j. By D a , a , aj 1 2 1 2 j 1 2 3
 4  .denote a word in a , a , a of length 2 j q 1 such that if D a , a '1 2 3 j 1 2
a a ??? a thenk k k1 2 j
D a , a , a ' a a a a ??? a a a . .j 1 2 3 3 k 3 k 3 k 31 2 j
 .Consider the word D Y, Z, X . Assume thatj
y1D Y , Z, X D Y , Z, X s 1 24 .  .  .j j1 2
 .in B X , n with j - j .1 2
 .  .Assuming that D a , a is a beginning of D a , a let us make allj 1 2 j 1 21 2
 .y1  .possible cancellations in the cyclic word D Y, Z, X D Y, Z, X regard-j j1 2
 4"1ing it as a word in Y, Z, X and denote thus obtained cyclically reduced
word by
U ??? U , 25 .1 k
 4  4where U g Y, Z, X . It follows from definitions that U g Y, Z and Ui 1 a
is an X -word.1qa mod 2.
 .  .Consider a reduced diagram D over B X , n such that w ­D is the
 .  .word 25 . If P is a cell in D such that w ­ P is X - or X -word and ­ P1 2
has an edge e so that ey1 g ­D, then we take P and e out of D, thereby
 .decreasing t D .
Therefore, we can assume that
w ­D s U X ??? U X , . 1 k
X  .  .where U s U in B X , n and D has no cell P such that w ­ P isi i iq1 mod 2.
X - or X -word and ­ P has an edge e with ey1 g ­D. Clearly, we may1 2
suppose the words U X, V X to be reduced.i j
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 18.1, we can find a cell P of rank j in
D such that ­ P s u¨ , where uy1 is a subpath of ­D of length ) b nr2
 X X.the coefficient 1r2 shows up because of possible cancellations in U U .k 1
 .y1  . X XIn addition, w u is a subword of the noncyclic word U ??? U .1 k
 .Since w ­ P is neither X - nor X -word and b nr2 4 1, we can find a1 2
cyclic permutation A of A"1 such that A begins with a letter in X "1,j 1
ends with a letter in X "1, and As with s ) b nr2 y 3 ) 5 is a subword of2
U X ??? U X . It follows from these properties of As that the ``middle''1 k
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subword Asy2 of As ' AAsy2A regarded as a subword of U X ??? U X has1 k
 X X . sy2 X X X Xthe form U ??? U , meaning that U ' U , U ' U , andt tqd tqdq1 t tqdq2 tq1
 .so forth. However, then the word D a , a obviously contains a nonemptyj 1 21sy2  .subword E with s y 2 ) 3. This contradiction proves that equality 24
 :is impossible and therefore the subgroup Y, Z, X is infinite.
LEMMA 10. In conditions of Lemma 8, the subgroup H s H H N0 2 k 2 kq1
:  .  .k s 1, 2, . . . of C G is isomorphic to B X , n under the mapB A j X , n.
H H ª x and the following is true: Suppose E , E g H and E / 1,2 k 2 kq1 k 1 2 0 1
 .  : E / 1, E / E in B A j X , n . Then the subgroup D, E , E of B A j2 1 2 1 2
.X , n is infinite.
Proof. The first claim is immediate from Lemmas 6 and 8. Further-
more, in view of Lemmas 6 and 8, it suffices to show that if X s x n r2 and1
 .Y, Z are X-words that are nontrivial and distinct in B X , n and have no
"1  :  .occurrences of x , then the subgroup X, Y, Z of B X , n is infinite.1
This, however, follows from Lemma 9.
 .LEMMA 11. Suppose G is a finite subgroup of B A, n and G contains a
nontri¨ ial element of odd order. Then
 .  .a G is contained in a unique maximal finite subgroup F G , and
 .  .F G contains C G .B A, n.
 .  .   ..b Either C G is a 2-group or, otherwise, C C G isB A, n. B A, n. B A, n.
 .contained in F G .
 .Proof. a Suppose G has height j. By Lemma 15.2, we can assume
 . n2 lthat G is a subgroup of K A and contains A with some l k 0j j
 .  .  .mod n . Suppose K A is contained in a finite subgroup G of B A, n .1 j 1
 .  .By Lemma 15.2, G is conjugate in B A, n to a subgroup of K A ,1 j1
 . n2 lwhere j s h G . Since the word A g G has odd order ) 1 by Lemma1 1 j
 .  .10.3 a , we have from Lemma 15.2 applied to G that j s j and so1 1
 .  .  .G s K A , that is, K A is a maximal finite subgroup of B A, n , as1 j j
required.
Let us show that
C G : K A . .  .B A , n. j
 .Suppose X g C G and D is a disk diagram of rank i ) j for theB A, n.
equality
XAn2 lXy1Ayn 2 l s 1j j
so that ­D s xq yq , where1 2
y1 y1 n l2w x s w y s X , w q s w q s A . .  .  .  .1 2 j
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Let D be an annular diagram obtained from D by gluing x and yy1. By0
 .  . n2 l  .Lemma 10.3 a , w q s A has odd order ) 1 in B A, n . On the other1 j
 . k 9  .hand, by Lemma 10.4 b , any word A U9, where U9 is an F A -involu-j9 j9
k  .tion, has order 2 ) 1 in B A, n . Consequently, we have from the
definition of a reducible cell that D may not contain reducible cells and0
that any diagram obtained from D by removal of reducible pairs may not0
 .contain reducible cells either. It now follows from Lemma 10.8 a that
 .X g K A , as required.j
 .b Keeping the notation introduced previously, first assume that
 .there is an F A -involution U in G. Let us show that in this casej
 . n r2C G is a 2-group. Arguing on the contrary, note that A gB A, n. j
 .   ..C G following from Lemma 15.10. Hence, h C G s j and, byB A, n. B A, n.
 .  . n2 l9part a and Lemma 15.2, C G contains A with some l9 k 0B A, n. j
 .modn . Then1
UAn2 l9Uy1 s Ayn 2 l9Fj j
 .  . yn 2 l9 n2 l9in B A, n with some F g F A . However, A F / A by Lemmaj j j
 .  .10.1 a . This contradiction proves that C G is a finite 2-group.B A, n.
 .   .:Suppose there are no F A -involutions in G, that is, G : A , F A .j j j
n2  .It follows from Lemmas 15.7 and 15.8 that A g C G , whencej B A, n.
n2  :A g C A , F A , . .j B A , n. j j
An2 g C G . .j B A , n.
 .  .Now we can apply the argument of proving part a to C G andB A, n.
  ..  .obtain that C C G is also a subgroup of K A , as desired.B A, n. B A, n. j
 .LEMMA 12. Suppose S is not a locally finite subgroup of B A, n . Then
 .its centralizer C S is finite.B A, n.
 .Proof. Arguing on the contrary, assume C S is infinite and soB A, n.
 .contains distinct and reduced in B A, n words W , k s 1, 2, . . . . Byk
 :X , . . . , X g S denote some words such that the subgroup X , . . . , X1 l 1 l0 0
 .  .of B A, n is infinite. Let D be a reduced diagram over B A, n so thatlk
w ­D s X W Xy1Wy1 , .lk l k l k
l s 1, . . . , l , k s 1, 2, . . . .0
 . Denote the strict rank r D by r . First assume that the set r N l slk lk lk
41, . . . , l , k s 1, 2, . . . is unbounded. Put0
s s max h X , h X X N 1 F l , l F l 4 .  .l l l 1 2 01 1 2
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and j to be the first rank for which the following inequalities hold:1
1< < < <A ) nr2 q 2d A , .j 271
1< < < <A ) max X .j l71 1FlFl0
< < < <Let D be a diagram such that A G A andl9k 9 r jl9k 9 1
j s max r ,0 lk 9
1FlFl0
j s r .0 lk 9
By definitions,
1< < < <A ) nr2 q 2d A , .j s70
26 .1< < <A ) max X .j l70 1FlFl0
 .Taking the diagram D as the diagram D 1 in the hypothesis oflk 9
 .  .Lemma 13.2 and any D as D 2 , in view of inequalities 26 , we have, bylk 9
 : w  .y1Lemma 13.2, that the subgroup X , . . . , X is conjugate by w x in1 l0x  .  .notation of Lemma 13.2 to a subgroup of K A . However, K A isj j
 :finite, contrary to the infiniteness of X , . . . , X .1 l0
 .Hence, it is proven that for all k, l we have r D - i for some i.lk
 .  .  . .Then the centralizer C S 9 , where B i s B A, n i and S 9 sB i.
 :X , . . . , X , contains the words W , k s 1, 2, . . . .1 l k0
 :  .Consider the subgroup W 9 s W N k s 1, 2, . . . of B i . Assume thatk
W 9 has no elements of infinite order. Then W 9 is an infinite periodic
 . subgroup of B i following from the infiniteness of the subset W N k sk
4  .  .1, 2, . . . : B A, n . On the other hand, B i is hyperbolic by Lemma 21.1
 w x wand it is known see 6, 4 or 12, Lemma 17 and the remark following
x.Lemma 18 that a hyperbolic group contains no infinite periodic sub-
groups. This contradiction proves that W 9 has an element, say V, of
 .infinite order. Consider the centralizer C 9 s C V . Clearly, S 9 : C 9.B i.
w x w  :xBy 4, Theorem 38 , the index C 9 : V is finite. Hence, the quotient
 .n  .  .n  .C 9r C 9 is also finite. Note the subgroup S of B i rB i s B A, n
 .nembeds in C 9r C 9 and so is also finite. A contradiction completes the
proof of Lemma 12.
 .LEMMA 13. Suppose G is a finite subgroup of B A, n and X , . . . , X g1 k
G 2. Then
 :h X , . . . , X s max h X , . . . , h X . .  . .  .1 k 1 k
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Proof. This is deduced from Lemmas 15.7 and 15.8 by induction on
 .h G in the same manner as Lemma 16.1.
 . 2LEMMA 14. Suppose G is a finite 2-subgroup of B A, n and X g G has
positi¨ e height j. Then there is a homomorphism
s : G ª D 2n .j 2
 . 2  .  .such that s Y / 1 for e¨ery Y g G with h Y s j and s Z s 1 forj j
2  .e¨ery Z g G with h Z - j.
 .Proof. First suppose h G s j. By Lemma 15.2, we may assume that G
 .  .is a subgroup of K A . It follows from the definitions of subgroup F Aj j
 . 2  .  .and F A -involutions that every Z g G with h Z - j belongs to F A .j j
Hence, applying the homomorphism k of Lemmas 15.7 and 15.8 to1
 .K A , we see that the restriction of k on G is a desired s .j 1 j
 .  .Suppose h G s i ) j. By Lemma 15.2, we may assume that G : K A .i
 .  . 2As before, by definitions of F A and F A -involutions, for every Z g Gi i
 .  .with h Z - i we have Z g F A . Applying the homomorphism k toi 2
 .  .K A whose restriction on F A is identical, we get thati i
k G : k K A , .  . .2 2 i
 .  . 2the subgroup k G has height i9 - i, and k Z s Z for every Z g G2 2
 .  2 .  .2with h Z F j. Since k G : k G , it remains to refer to the induction2 2
hypothesis.
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS AND COROLLARIES
 .Proof of Theorem 1. a This immediately follows from Lemmas 5, 7,
and 6.
 .b First suppose that G is a locally finite 2-group. If G is finite,
 .  .then the infiniteness of its centralizer C G follows from part a .B A, n.
Assume that G is infinite. Then G s D` G , where G are finite 2-sub-ts1 t t
 . w  .xgroups of B A, n , t s 1, 2, . . . . By 11, Theorem A c , every G ist
 . l tisomorphic to a subgroup of D 2n for some l . Hence, G belongs to the2 t
 .  .quasivariety qvar D 2n of groups generated by D 2n . By Mal'cev2 2
 w x.  .theorem see 15, Corollary 9, Chap. V.11 , a group of qvar D 2n2
 . embeds in a Cartesian product of copies of D 2n . Another, independent2
from this result from model theory, proof of such an embedding for G will
.be given in the proof of Theorem 2. This implies that G is residually
 .finite. Suppose the center C G of G is finite and Z , . . . , Z are all1 k
 .distinct nontrivial elements in C G . Since G is residually finite, there are
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normal subgroups N , . . . , N in G of finite index such that Z f1 k 1
N , . . . , Z f N . Then the intersection N s N l ??? l N trivially inter-1 k k 1 k
 .  4sects with C G and has finite index in G, in particular, N / 1 . However,
w  . xG is nilpotent for D 2n is a finite 2-group and so every nontrivial2
 . normal subgroup of G must have nontrivial intersection with C G e.g.,
w x.see 21, Theorem 5.41 . A contradiction proves the following:
 .CLAIM 1. The center C G of an infinite locally finite 2-subgroup G of
 .B A, n is infinite.
 .Now it becomes obvious that the centralizer C G is infinite asB A, n.
required.
 .Conversely, suppose that the centralizer C G is infinite. Then itB A, n.
follows from Lemma 12 that G is locally finite. That G is a 2-group is
 .obvious from Lemma 11 a .
 .  .  .   ..c By parts b and a , the subgroup C C G is a finiteB A, n. B A, n.
group. Since
C C C G . . .B A , n. B A , n. B A , n.
 .  .contains C G and so is not locally finite, we have from Lemma 11 aB A, n.
that
C C G . .B A , n. B A , n.
is a finite 2-group.
  ..   ..Assume G / C C G . Since G ; C C G , thereB A, n. B A, n. B A, n. B A, n.
 .is a finite subgroup K in C G that contains G as a subgroup ofB A, n.
 .index 2. By definition, K centralizes C G . However, the existence ofB A, n.
such K obviously contradicts Lemmas 5 and 8.
w  .xProof of Corollary 1. By 11, Theorem A c , every finite subgroup G of
 .  .  . lB A, n is isomorphic to a subgroup of D 2n = D 2n for some l.1 2
 n r2 n r2:  .Note that, by Lemma 6, the subgroup a , a of B A, n is1 2
 .  .isomorphic to D 2n and so B A, n contains subgroups isomorphic to
 .  .D 2n and D 2n . Now the converse obviously follows from Theorem1 2
 .1 a .
Proof of Corollary 2. This easily follows from the Mal'cev theorem cited
 .in the proof of Theorem 1 b and Lemma 11.
 w xProof of Corollary 3. A theorem of Gorchakov see 5, Theorem 2.6 or
w x.22, Theorem 2.13 claims that an FC-subgroup of a Cartesian power of a
finite group F embeds in a direct product of finite groups of bounded
exponents. However, it seems to have gone unnoticed that Gorchakov's
 .proof which is rather involved actually yields more: Any FC-subgroup of
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a Cartesian power of a finite group F embeds in a direct power of F. To
w x  w x. wsee this, it suffices just to follow proofs in 22 or 5 : In 22, Lemmas 2.17
x  .and 2.18 the groups G J and G are embeddable in a direct power of F
because they embed in the direct product of finitely many copies of F and
an Abelian group whose exponent divides that of the center of F. In the
 .definition of a reducing subset J, require that G J is embeddable in a
Cartesian product of finite subgroups each of which is isomorphic to a
w xproper subgroup of F. Then the proof of the central Lemma 2.19 22 is
retained.
Putting together this version of Gorchakov's theorem and the Mal'cev
 .theorem cited in the proof of Theorem 1 b , we have the following rather
interesting proposition:
PROPOSITION. Any FC-group of the quasi¨ ariety qvar F, where F is a
finite group, embeds in a direct power of F.
 .Now Corollary 3 becomes obvious from Theorem 1 a .
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose L is an infinite locally finite subgroup of
 .  .B A, n . It follows from Lemma 11 a that L contains no nontrivial
elements of odd order, that is, L is a 2-group.
Recall by D we denote the Cartesian product of groups D , i s 1, 2, . . . ,i
 .isomorphic to D 2n . Denote the projection D ª D by p . Recall if2 i i
  . 4x g D, then supp x s i N p x / 1 .i
CLAIM 2. There is a monomorphism V: L ª D such that supp z is finite
for e¨ery z g L 2.
Proof. Let L denote the subgroup of L generated by all elements ofj
L 2 whose heights do not exceed j. It follows from Lemma 13 that
 .h L F j. Hence, by Lemma 15.2, L is finite. Let j , j , . . . be thejj 1 2
 .subsequence of 1, 2, . . . of all js with h L s j. Clearly,j
`
2L s L .D jt
ts1
Consider some finite subgroups G , t s 1, 2, . . . , of L so that L ; G 2,t j tt
G : G , and D` G s L . Fixing j G 1, we have from Lemma 14 thatt tq1 ts1 t t
 .  .the set S j of all homomorphisms s : G ª D 2n , where s G j , suchs t s 2 t
 . 2  .  .that s X / 1 for every X g G with h X s j and s Y s 1 for everys t
2  .Y g G with h Y - j is nonempty. Since the restriction of any s gs t
 .  .S j on G belongs to S j , we have, by standard ``compactness''sq1 t s s t
argument, the existence of a sequence s , s , . . . , where s gt tq1 t
 .  .S j , s g S j , . . . , such that the restriction of s on G ist t tq1 tq1 t tqkq1 tqk
s . It follows from definitions that such a sequence defines a homomor-tqk
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 .  . 2  .phism s : L ª D 2n such that s X / 1 for every X g L with h Xj 2 jt t
 . 2  .s j and s Y s 1 for every Y g L with h Y - j . It is clear that fort j tt 2  .given Z g L almost all s Z , t s 1, 2, . . . , are 1s.jt
Suppose U f L 2. Then the existence of a homomorphism « : L ªU
 .  .  2 .D 2n such that « U / 1 and « L s 1 is obvious.2 U U
Now we see that the homomorphisms s , t s 1, 2, . . . , and « , U f L 2,j Ut
 .define a system of residualizing homomorphisms L ª D 2n so that for2
2 2 .  .every V g L almost all s V , « V are 1s. This proves Claim 2.j Ut
Recall
 5 2 n2 y1:D s b , c b s c s 1, b c b s c ,i i i i i i i i i
 :  :B s b , and C s c , where i s 1, 2, . . . , B and D are the Cartesiani i i i
products of groups B and D , respectively, C is the direct product ofi i
groups C , the groups B and C are naturally embedded in D, andi
E s BC.
In view of Claim 2, it suffices to prove that a countable subgroup H of
D such that supp x is finite for every x g H 2 is isomorphic to a subgroup
of E.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that C : H. Let h , h , . . .1 2
be a system of generators for H modulo C. Since supp h2 is finite, every ht t
 .  .  .has only finitely many projections p h such that p h g C and p hi t i t i i t
is not central in D . Hence, multiplying h by an element of C , we cani t
eliminate all such projections of h . In particular, we can assume h2 s 1.t t
w x w x 2 w xSuppose h , h / 1. It follows from h , h g H that supp h , h is1 t 1 t 1 t
2 2 w xfinite. Note that if x, y g D are such that x s y s 1 and x, y / 1,i
then, by x g yC , there is z g C so that yz s x. This remark enables us toi i
multiply h , t G 2, by an element of C so that for the resulting element hXt t
 X .2 w X xwe get h s 1 and h , h s 1.t 1 t
X X w xRename h , h , h , . . . back to h , h , h , . . . . Suppose h , h / 1. Then1 2 3 1 2 3 2 t
w x  .for every i g supp h , h , the element p h is central in D . Hence, as2 t i 1 i
before, multiplying h , h , . . . by elements of C , we can achieve that3 4
2 w x w xh s h , h s h , h s 1 for all t. If we keep on doing this, we will havet 1 t 2 t
2 w xa generating set h , h , . . . for H modulo C so that h s h , h s 1 for1 2 t t s
all t, s.
 :  :Since the intersection h , h , . . . l C is a direct factor of h , h , . . . ,1 2 1 2
we may change h , h , . . . if necessary and assume that1 2
 :  4h , h , . . . l C s 1 . 27 .1 2
 4Let us further change h , h , . . . so that N s 1, 2, . . . s T j T ,1 2 0 1
Ã :  :h N t g T s h , h , . . . l C ,t 0 1 2
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Ã  :where C is the Cartesian product of groups C and h , h , . . . is thei 1 2
 :  :direct product of h N t g T and h N t g T . It is clear that not 0 t 1
 :nontrivial element of h N t g T centralizes C and that every element oft 1
 :h N t g T centralizes C.t 0
 :  .Since h N t g T is a direct factor of H, it follows from 27 that wet 0
X can embed H in H9 : D9 so that the index set for D9 is T 9 s N j T N0
X .and T are disjoint , the subgroup H9 of D9 contains C 9, H9 is generated0
 :modulo C 9 by h , t g T , and no nontrivial element of h N t g Tt 1 t 1
centralizes C 9.
 .Finally, rename everything back note T will be empty and consider0
 .  .  .the elements h such that p h s b h if p h is not central in D andt i t i t i t i
 .p h s 1 otherwise. It follows from the preceding properties of h , h , . . .i t 1 2
that the subgroup H of D generated by h , h , . . . and C is isomorphic to1 2
H under the map which is identical on C and sends h to h . Clearly, H ist t
a subgroup of E , as required.
Let us show the converse, that is, every countable subgroup H of
 .E s BC is embeddable in B A, n . Without loss of generality, we may
assume that C : H, H is generated modulo C by h , h , . . . g B, and1 2
b g B for all t.t
It is not difficult to see that the standard process of bringing a matrix
over a field to a row echelon form also applies to v-infinite matrices. To
see this it suffices to mark the rows of the original matrix A that will
contain leading elements in the process and note that each row of A will
be involved in no more than N q 1 elementary transformations, where N
.is the number of the marked rows located above that row. Hence, we may
also assume that the elements h , h , . . . are in row echelon form, that is,1 2
 .the first element, j , in supp h is t recall all b g H .t t t
By H denote the subgroup of H generated by C , . . . , C which arei 1 i
.identified with the factors of C ; D and h , . . . , h . By induction on i G 1,1 i
we will construct monomorphisms
C : H ª B A, n .iq1 iq1
<   4.such that the restriction C equals C H s 1 . Since H is theHiq1 i 0 1i
dihedral group D , the existence of C is obvious.1 1
 . <Assume that C : H ª B A, n , i G 1, with C s C , already con-Hi i i iy1iy1
  ..structed. By Lemmas 5 and 7, there is a word X g C C H ofB A, n. i i
 .order 2 which is not in C H . Puti i
C h s X . .iq1 iq1
  . :Consider a subgroup G in K s C H , X of index 2 such thati i
 . w  . xC h g G if and only if h commutes with c i.e., p h s 1 .i t t iq1 iq1 t
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 .Clearly, X f G. Hence it follows from Lemmas 5, 8, and 6 that C GB A, n.
contains a word Y of order 2 such that XY has order n. To define Ciq1
put
n1 <C c s XY and C s C . .  . Hiq1 iq1 iq1 ii
It follows from definitions that for every h g H one hast iq1
 .y1 « t
C h C c C h s C c , .  .  .  .iq1 t iq1 iq1 iq1 t iq1 iq1
 .  .  .  .where « t s 1 if p h s 1 for C h g G and « t s y1 ifiq1 t iq1 t
 .  .p h s b for C h f G.iq1 t t iq1 t
Therefore, the definition of C is correct.iq1
To complete the proof it remains to note that H s D` H and so theis1 i
 . <map C: H ª B A, n given by C s C is an embedding. Theorem 2 isH ii
proven.
Proof of Corollaries 4 and 5. They are immediate from Theorem 2.
 .Proof of Theorem 3. a It suffices to show that the intersection of two
 .distinct maximal locally finite subgroups K and L of B A, n is finite.
Arguing on the contrary, assume that K and L have an infinite intersec-
tion. Then, by Lemma 11, K and L are 2-groups. First let us prove:
CLAIM 3. The intersection U s K l L is an FC-group.
Proof. To prove this we will make use of some of quasi-identities that
 .  .hold in D 2n and the fact that any locally finite 2-subgroup of B A, n2
 .  .belongs to qvar D 2n see Corollary 2 .2
Note the proposition ``Every element of a group G that is a product of
squares and has order F 2 is in the center of G'' can be written as an
 .infinite system of quasi-identities that hold in D 2n and, therefore, holds2
in U, K, L .
Suppose Z g U has an infinite conjugacy class. Then the subgroup
w x : 2 2V s Z, T N T g U is infinite. Since V : U , the subgroup U is also
 2 . 2infinite. By Claim 1, the center C U of U is infinite. Then, by Pruffer'sÈ
 w x.  2 .theorem e.g., see 21, Corollary 10.37 , the maximal subgroup T U of
 2 .C U of exponent 2 is also infinite. By the preceding proposition applied
 2 .to K and L , we have that T U centralizes both K and L . However,
 :  .then the subgroup K, L has an infinite centralizer in B A, n and, by
Lemma 12, is locally finite. This contradiction to the maximality of K, L
proves Claim 3.
Consider a central series
 4K s K > K > ??? > K s 10 1 p
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in K whose factors have exponent 2 and K is infinite. Such a seriespy1
exists by Claim 1. Let q be the minimal index so that K : L . Without lossq
of generality we may assume that there is no maximal locally finite
 . subgroup L 9 in B A, n such that L 9 / K and K : L 9 otherwise, weqy1
.would consider L 9 instead of L ; note K l L 9 would still be infinite .
Pick X g K so that X f U. Also, pick Y g L so that Y normalizesqy1
2 U, Y g U, and Y f U the existence of such Y follows from nilpotency of
w x.L ; see 21, Theorem 5.41 .
 y1 4  :Assume that the set ZXZ N Z g U is infinite. Note that X, Y
 :generate a dihedral subgroup modulo U. Hence the subgroup X, Y, U is
 .locally finite. Consider a maximal locally finite subgroup P of B A, n
 :that contains X, Y, U . Then P / K for Y g P and the intersection
 :K l P, containing X, U , is not an FC-group. A contradiction to Claim 3
 y1 4proves that the set ZXZ N Z g U is finite.
 y1 4Quite analogously, the set ZYZ N Z g U is also finite. Consequently,
 .the centralizer C X of any X g K _ U in U has finite index in U andU qy1
 .the index of C Y in U is also finite.U
Let X , . . . , X g K . Then the intersection1 l qy1
U s C X l ??? l C X l C Y .  .  .0 U 1 U l U
 .also has finite index in U. Therefore, the intersection U l C U is0
 :infinite by Claim 1. This implies that the subgroup X , . . . , X , Y, U has1 l
 .an infinite centralizer in B A, n and hence, by Lemma 12, is locally finite.
 :Consequently, the subgroup K , Y is locally finite. Consider a maxi-qy1
 .  :mal locally finite subgroup L of B A, n that contains K , Y . It is1 qy1
clear that L / K for Y f K and that K l L contains K . This1 1 qy1
 .contradiction to the choice of q completes the proof of part a .
 .  .b Let G be a finite 2-subgroup of B A, n , G be a group isomor-
phic to G, and F : G ª G an isomorphism. Suppose M s M = M = ???0 1 2
is the direct product of finite nontrivial groups M , M , . . . and M is1 2 k
isomorphic to a subgroup of D = ??? = D , where D , . . . , D are1k l k 1k l kk k
dihedral groups of order 2n . First let us show that there is a monomor-2
phism
F : G = M ª B A, n .
 .such that the restriction of F on G is F and F G = M is a maximal0
 .locally finite subgroup of B A, n . Without loss of generality, we may
< <assume that M ) 2, k s 1, 2, . . . . Identifying M with the correspondingk k
factor of M, denote
P s G = M = ??? = M ; G = M ,i 1 i
where P s G.0
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 .To embed G = M in B A, n we will construct monomorphisms F : Pi i
 . <ª B A, n , i G 0, so that the restriction F of F on P is F ,Pi i iy1 iy1iy1
where i G 1.
 .Let B s B , B , . . . be a list of A-words that represent all nontrivial1 2
 .  .  .elements of B A, n . Recall F G s F P s G.0 0 0
Proceeding by induction on i G 0, suppose a monomorphism
F : P ª B A, n .i i
<so that F s F , where i G 1, is already constructed for i G 0. LetPi iy1iy1
 .B be the first word in B such that k ) k k s 0 by definition ,k i iy1 0i
 .B f F P , and the subgroupk i ii
 :K s B , F P .i k i ii
 .  .is a finite 2-subgroup of B A, n . By Theorem 1 a , such B does exist. Byk i
 .G denote a subgroup of index 2 in K that contains F P . It follows fromi i i i
 .Lemmas 5, 8, 6, and 10 that C G contains a subgroup DB A, n. i iq1
isomorphic to D = ??? = D such that1 iq1 l iq1iq1
 :F P , D s F P = D .  .i i iq1 i i iq1
 .and if X, Y g D are distinct and nontrivial elements in B A, n , theniq1
 :  .X, Y, B is an infinite subgroup of B A, n . Now we are able to definek i
< <F : Put F s F and F is an isomorphism between MP Miq1 iq1 i iq1 iq1i iq1
and a subgroup of D .iq1
The inductive construction of monomorphisms F for all i s 1, 2, . . . isi
 .now complete and hence a monomorphism F: G = M ª B A, n given by
<F s F is also constructed.P ii
 .Let us prove that F G = M is a maximal locally finite subgroup of
 .B A, n . Arguing on the contrary, assume the existence of a word B f
 .   .:  .F G = M such that the subgroup B, F G = M of B A, n is locally
  .:finite. Then, by Theorem 2, B, F P are finite 2-subgroups for all j G 1,j
< <whence B s B for some i G 1. However, in view of M ) 2, we havek iq1i
  .:that B, F M is infinite. A contradiction completes the proof of theiq1
 .maximality of F G = M .
It remains to show that there are continuously many nonisomorphic
w xgroups of the form G = M = M = ??? . It is known due to Hirshon 91 2
that an isomorphism of the direct products H = A and H = B, where H is
finite and A, B are arbitrary groups, implies that A and B are isomorphic.
Hence it suffices to prove that there are continuously many nonisomorphic
groups of the form M = M = ??? .1 2
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Let
5 2 4 w xG s a , . . . , a , b b s a s a , a s 1,j 1 j j j j j k j k j l j
b a by1 s ay1 , 1 F k , l F j ,:j k j j k j
where j ) 1. It is easy to see that G is isomorphic to a subgroup ofj
 . jD 2n .2
 .Suppose J s j , j , . . . is a strictly increasing infinite sequence of1 2
 .positive integers greater than 1 and G J s G = G = ??? is the directj j1 2
 .product of groups G , G , . . . . By p denote the projection G J ª G .j j k j1 2 k
 .  .Suppose g g G J and there is a k such that p g f N , wherek jk
 : «1 «kN s a , . . . , a . Then the elments a ??? a , where « , . . . , « gj 1 j j j 1 j j j 1 kk k k k k k k
 4  .  .0, 1 , belong to distinct cosets of G J by C g . Hence,G  J .
w  .  .x jk  .G J :C g G 2 . Quite analogously, if p g f N for all k , t sG J . k j tt k t
1, . . . , s, then
j q ? ? ? qjk k1 sG J : C g G 2 . 28 .  .  .G J .
 X X .  .  .Assume J / J9, J9 s j , j , . . . , and C: G J ª G J9 is an isomor-1 2
phism. Note
jkG J : C b s 2 . 29 .  . .G J . jk
By the Hirshon result cited previously, we can assume j - jX . Consider1 1
 .  .  .   .. XC b . It follows from 29 and 28 that p C b g N for every l. Since1 l 1 jl2  .  .b s 1, we have that C b is a central element of G J9 . A contradiction1 1
 .  X .proves that G J and G J are not isomorphic when J / J9. Since the set¨
 .of such Js is continuous, part b is proven.
 .c This is shown in Lemma 11.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let us begin with proving:
 .CLAIM 4. Suppose L is an infinite locally finite subgroup of B A, n , G is
a finite subgroup of L , and B is a word, B f L . Then there is an X g
 .  y1 :C G such that the subgroup XBX , L is not locally finite.B A, n.
 y1 :Proof. Arguing on the contrary, assume that XBX , L is locally
 .finite for every X g C G .B A, n.
 .By Theorem 3 a , there is a unique maximal locally finite subgroup
 . y1M L that contains L and, therefore, contains all XBX , where X g
 .C G .B A, n.
Consider the subgroup
y1S s G , XBX X g C G : M L . : .  .B A , n.
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 .Note C G normalizes S . Hence, picking any finite subgroup F inB A, n.
 .  :C G of order G 4, we have that S , F is a locally finite subgroup.B A, n.
On the other hand, we can find a finite subgroup K : S that contains G
 :as a subgroup of index 2. Let K s D, G , where D is a word. Then it is
 :immediate from Lemmas 5, 8, and 10 that one can pick F so that D, F
 :is not locally finite. Since D g S and S , F is locally finite, we have a
contradiction that proves Claim 4.
`  .Let L s D L be an infinite locally finite subgroup of B A, n , L ,ks1 k k
 4k s 1, 2, . . . , be finite subgroups so that L : L , and B s B , B , . . .k kq1 1 2
 .be a list of all elements of B A, n .
Proceedings by induction on i G 1, we will construct a sequence of
words X and a sequence of indexes k , i s 1, 2, . . . , to obtain a maximali i
 .locally finite subgroup M of B A, n that is locally conjugate to L .
 .  .Rename L s L 0 , L s L 0 and, to unify notation, put that k s 0,k k 0
 .  4X s 1, and L 0 s 1 .0 k 0
Suppose i G 1 and assume that the words X , . . . , X , indexes0 iy1
 .  .k , . . . , k , and subgroups L i y 1 , L i y 1 , where0 iy1 k
`
L i y 1 s L i y 1 , L i y 1 : L i y 1 .  .  .  .D k k kq1
ks1
are already defined.
 . `  .First assume B g L i y 1 s D L i y 1 . Then there is a t suchi ks1 k
 .that t ) k and B g L i y 1 . In this case, define k s t and X s 1.iy1 i t i i
 .Assume B f L i y 1 . It follows from Claim 4 that there is a wordi
Y g C L i y 1 . .B A , n. k iy1
w  .  4x  y1  .:recall L 0 s 1 such that the subgroup YB Y , L i y 1 is notk i0
locally finite. Then there is an s ) k so that the subgroupiy1
 y1  .:YB Y , L i y 1 is not locally finite either. Define k s s and X si s i i
Yy1. Note that, by definitions, the subgroup
 y1:B , X L i y 1 X 30 .  .i i k ii
w  .xis not locally finite provided B f L i y 1 .i
Thus, in either case, X and k are defined. At last, puti i
L i s X L i y 1 Xy1 , L i s X L i y 1 Xy1 . .  .  .  .i i k i k i
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Clearly,
`
L i s L i y 1 , L i : L i . .  .  .  .D k k kq1
ks1
The inductive definition is now complete and so we have sequences of
words X , X , . . . and indexes k - k - ??? such that1 2 1 2
L i s X X ??? X L 0 Xy1 ??? Xy1 Xy1 , .  .i iy1 1 1 iy1 i
L i s X X ??? X L 0 Xy1 ??? Xy1 Xy1 , .  .k i iy1 1 k 1 iy1 i
  ..and X g C L i y 1 .i B A, n. k iy1
Let us show that the subgroup
`
M s L i .D k i
is1
 .is locally conjugate to L in B A, n and M is a maximal locally finite
 .subgroup of B A, n .
 .  .Note that the map F : L 0 s L ª L i given byi k k ki i i
F Z s X X ??? X ZXy1 ??? Xy1 Xy1 .i i iy1 1 1 iy1 i
<is an isomorphism and the restriction F of F on L is FLi i k iy1k iy1iy1  ..following from X g C L i y 1 . Hence the map F: L ª M giveni B A, n. k iy1
<by F s F is an isomorphism that makes L be locally conjugate to M.L ik i
Suppose M is not maximal. Then there is a B g B such that B f Mi i
 :  .and the subgroup B , M is still locally finite. Since L i ; M , thei k i
  .:  .subgroup B , L i is also locally finite. Hence it follows from L i si k ki i
 . y1 w  .xX L i y 1 X and defintions of X and k see also 30 that B gi k i i i iiy1
 .L i ; M. A contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 4.k i
Proof of Corollary 6. This follows from Theorems 2 and 4.
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